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Introduction
Ron Dyvig joined the Rapid City Astronomical Society in 1957 as an 8th grader and has been a
member since. In 1990 he began writing The History of the Black Hills Astronomical Society,
but the document was never completed. The history’s first 25-pages were published in the pages
of the Society’s SCAN (Survey of Current Astronomical News) newsletter and later on the
BHAS website, but it only got as far as 1958 because in 1993 SCAN’s editor, Ted Logan, an IRS
Auditor, was transferred to Texas. Ted returned the unused history research materials back to
Ron before he left. Unfortunately, the documents were lost in the Badlands Observatory fire in
1998.
In 2020, as a new member of the Society, Hank Fridell enjoyed Ron’s depiction of the early days
of the Society and asked Treasurer Chris Konvalin why the manuscript was never completed. He
said Ron was still around and suggested Hank make a contact, which he did. Hank and Ron
began corresponding back and forth and decided to resume the project nearly thirty years after
Ron had started. So began this journey.
BHAS Observatory Director Richard Walker assisted in this journey by submitting a more
complete update of the organization’s history and activities since 2006. Richard’s contribution
filled in many gaps and gave an updated account of Black Hills Astronomical Society today.
Ron and his partner Teresa Hofer, currently live in Quinn, South Dakota, where they own and
operate Badlands Observatory. The observatory is home to a permanently mounted 26-inch
Newtonian reflector of Ron’s own creation. Quinn’s remote dark sky location is perfect for the
observatory. For the last twenty years, the primary mission has been participation in the
International Spaceguard effort to identify and track potentially hazardous Near-Earth Objects
(NEO’s). The observatory has also been active in educational and public outreach activities
partially supported by the South Dakota Space Grant Consortium. Teresa & Ron are currently
embarking on a new program that will expand the activities to include tourism and commercial
activities.
The following people contributed their documentation, photos, memories, energy and support to
make this project possible:
Frank Belinskey, Dave Christman, Barb Cooper, Kent Cooper, Kevin C., Ron Dyvig, Hank
Fridell, George Gladfelter, Erin Green, Jim Grimes, Teresa Hofer, Walt Kaminski, Chris
Konvalin, Ted Logan, Ellen M., Faye Martini, Lara Parker, Kent Stevens, Harold VanderMolen,
Jennifer Walker, Richard Walker, and Barry Wick.
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Early Astronomy Interest in Rapid City, South Dakota
In 1954 Jim Johnston of Rapid City, South Dakota read an article in Popular Science magazine
on how to build a 200-power telescope. It explained how to construct your own telescope for as
little as 30 dollars. He immediately sent away for an 8-inch mirror kit, thus becoming the first
known Amateur Telescope Maker (ATM) in Rapid City.
Shortly thereafter, Byron Painter, also of Rapid City, read the same article and proceeded to
build his own 6-inch reflector. He had a small mechanical advantage, since he was a machinist
at the South Dakota State Cement Plant.
In 1955 Bob Morgan, and The Rev. J. Erwin Erickson gathered
several times north of Rapid City with Bob’s 4-inch Criterion
Dynascope and Rev. Erickson’s telescope to observe the night sky.
Bob remembered, “We would take a big thermos of coffee and find
a spot off North Haines Avenue to set up our Telescopes. We
enjoyed searching for deep-sky objects, and planets and, of course,
the Moon. We really enjoyed viewing the Moon.” They continued
this for several months, often staying up until the wee hours of the
morning.
Bob continued, “During one session we began to wonder if there
were any other people out there as crazy as us . . . who would want
to stay up half the night looking at the stars.”
The night sky was a very mysterious place in the 1950’s. Many of the
mysteries would be explained over the next few decades, but for the time
being, the unanswered questions would only enhance the experience of
observing the heavens with a small telescope. For example: What was
the surface of the Moon like? Did Mars really have canals? Would it be
possible to place an artificial satellite into orbit around the Earth? How
about manned spaceflight? Or…what about those strange lights that
people were seeing in the sky?
Reverend Erickson had heard about Dr. Russell Heckman, an amateur astronomer who was a
new professor at the School of Mines. Dr. Heckman had had experience as a former member of
the Denver Astronomical Society. The three would soon be observing the night sky together,
setting the stage for the formation of an astronomical society in Rapid City.
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Rapid City Astronomical Society
In the spring of 1956, an organizational meeting was held in the old Coolidge building of Rapid
City High School for the purpose of establishing the Rapid City Astronomical Society (RCAS).
Russell Heckman, Bob Morgan, and Rev. J. Erwin Erickson were considered the Founders, and
installed as the first officers of President, Vice President, and Secretary/Treasurer, respectively.
According to Jim Johnston there were only a few stragglers in attendance, but it was a start. In
1956 the Charter Members were Dr. Russell Heckman, Bob Morgan, Reverend J. Erwin
Erickson, James E. Johnston, Lawrence J. Berfiend, John C. Searle, USAF Captain John M.
Jackson, Albert A. Rogers, and Gilbert G. Raben.
August 30, 1956, Rapid City Journal, page 3: “Astronomical Meeting Sept. 8.” This is the first
mention in the paper of the Rapid City Astronomical Society (RCAS). The meeting included a
lecture on “Elementary Astronomy” and a group discussion on Mars.
December 5, 1956, Rapid City Journal, page 4: “Stargazers to Talk ‘Flying Saucers.’” Meeting
announcements such as this one have appeared in the local paper since this period.
RCAS would not have been formed without the efforts of the three founders:
Rev J. Edwin Erickson, Bob Morgan, and Dr. Russell Heckman. In the 1990s,
Ron Dyvig made contact with Rev. Erickson and Bob Morgan and they
confirmed many of the details of the early meetings. Dr. Heckman had passed
away prior to that time.
Bob Morgan remained a member of RCAS for about two years then withdrew to
pursue his interest in ham radio and the Shrine of Democracy Barbershop
Chorus.
Rev. Erickson gave the first presentation at the July 9, 1956 meeting on
“Reflector Telescopes.” By August he left Rapid City to become pastor at a
Baptist Church in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
In the 1953-1954 school year, at the of age 46, Dr. Russell F. Heckman became
a faculty member at the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
(SDSM&T). He established the Department of Chemical Engineering and
became its first department head. He supervised the construction of the teaching
laboratory facility, used students for most of the labor, and took advantage of
local resources for most of the building materials.
Dr. Heckman received his Ph.D. from the University of Colorado and taught
there for several years. His interests not only included Astronomy, but music as
well. For fourteen years he was the director of the Denver Choral Society and
after moving to Rapid City he directed the music for the First Baptist Church
and the Rapid City Choral Club. Dr. Heckman was the first President of the
RCAS and would become its driving force for years to come.
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February 6, 1957, Rapid City Journal, page 13: “Local
Astronomers Seek Dome, Telescope.” RCAS members
were planning to purchase a 12-inch telescope and construct
an observatory. Construction costs were estimated at
$6,000. A soon to be Rapid City Astronomical Foundation
would be raising the money and administer the observatory.
The telescope was to have a tube 15 inches in diameter,
would be about 10 feet in length and have a “massive”
pedestal.
In the summer the RCAS meetings were moved to the (old)
Dr. Russell Heckman
Chemical Building at the School of Mines campus. One
advantage in moving the meetings to the School of Mines was
that it provided a better place to set up telescopes after the meetings. In the 1950’s the trees were
much smaller and there were fewer buildings to obstruct the view of the sky. Since the RCAS
did not have an observatory, these star parties became a very popular activity, allowing several
members to share their instruments with the general public.
At this time RCAS formed an affiliation with Sky and Telescope magazine and was listed for the
first time as an organized society. The publication offered group subscription rates for clubs and
for almost three decades all RCAS members received a free subscription as part of their
membership fee. (Attachment A1)
March 15, 1957, Rapid City Journal, page 3: “Astronomers Get Closer to Telescope”. A bill was
approved by the State Legislature giving permission for the Rapid City Astronomical Foundation
to use land on the “Tech” campus. As an 8th grade student in Deadwood, Ron Dyvig read this
article “with complete awe!” Ron was about to find a home for his interest in Astronomy.

From the Cave Optical Co.
advertisement that inspired
the observatory project.
Thomas Cave is shown.

This observatory was to contain a 12.5-inch Newtonian reflector
telescope. A separate corporation called the Rapid City
Astronomical Foundation, Inc. was formed for this purpose, and
was intended to work in conjunction with the RCAS. The South
Dakota Legislature passed a bill granting permission for land use
on the SDSM&T campus. The bill was signed into law by
Governor Joe Foss. The building was to be located on the
southwest corner of the campus and Cave Optical Co. of Long
Beach, California was contacted about supplying the telescope.
The Foundation began a fund-raising campaign, estimating the
cost for the facility to be approximately $10,000. Though it was
not covered in the newspapers, when the Board of Regents
apparently became involved in the project, a disagreement arose
among the RCAS members as to whether they would have an
acceptable level of participation in the operation of the
observatory, and some members felt the observatory should be
located at a site having darker skies than the SDSM&T campus.
As a result, the project never moved forward. The last time the
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observatory project appeared in print was in the September 1957 issue of Sky and Telescope, but
by then the plans for construction were abandoned. Nevertheless, the seed was planted for the
RCAS having its own observatory.
The inspired Ron Dyvig would soon start
bringing his new 6-inch Cave Standard Model
A reflector to join in the observing sessions on
the campus after the meetings. Ron’s
grandmother said she would pay for half of it,
if he could manage to pay for the other half
himself. Ron sold newspapers in Deadwood,
saved his allowance and helped a friend run his
shoeshine stand during the tourist season to
raise his half of the money.

Dr. Heckman was so impressed with Ron’s 6inch Cave reflector that he purchased an 8-inch
Cave Model B Deluxe. Ron ended up acquiring
that telescope from Dr. Heckman’s estate after he
passed away. The telescope then went to Walt
Kaminski and finally back to Ron. It was lost in
the Badlands Observatory fire in 1998.
The attendance at the RCAS monthly meetings
was growing. Byron Painter joined, having
completed his 6-inch telescope. Several other
prominent members had also been added to the roster: Dr. J.P. Gries, Hazel Williams, Newell
White, Dr. Benjamin Munson, Edgar Swanson and Ron Dyvig, who was now being driven from
Deadwood by his parents to the monthly meetings.
1957 was a fantastic year for observational astronomy. There were two, bright, comets that were
later to be declared Great Comets: Comet Arend-Roland in April, and Comet Mrkos in August.
While Comet Arend-Roland was still high in the night sky, the Sun and Moon teamed up to put
on a partial eclipse that was observed by the members of the RCAS. On April 30, 1957, Rapid
City Journal, page 3: “Rapid City Astronomical Society,” appeared with a photograph of RCAS
members observing the partial solar eclipse. This is the first photo known to be taken of the
Society’s members or a Society event.
I went on a walleye fishing trip to Angostura Reservoir from August 7-10,
1957 with my father and brother-in-law, Richard Fuller. The weather the
first night was rather nasty, by Friday we were fishing under the stars. We
had navigated our boat to the selected fishing spot and had just put our lines
in the water when Richard exclaimed, “Hey Ron, what’s up there?” I looked
up and, sure enough, there it was . . . a bright comet! I couldn’t believe it.
It was located in the same general area as Comet Arend-Roland had been
seen a few months earlier. I hadn’t heard of any bright comets that were
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predicted to show up at this time, so I figured that this must be a brand-new
comet! It was very bright and very exciting! We considered cutting the trip
short so that we could get back to town and report the sighting but, because
it seemed rather unlikely that we could ever lay claim to the discovery, we
decided to finish our outing as originally planned. As it turned out, we
probably should have at least reported it locally because the Rapid City
Journal didn’t get the story from the Associated Press until August 13th. We
had, in fact, made an independent discovery of Comet Mrkos and for a few
days we jokingly referred to it as Comet Fuller! -Ron Dyvig
July 1, 1957 through December 31, 1958 was designated The International Geophysical Year
(IGY). It was a worldwide collaboration of scientists for the purpose of advancing all aspects of
knowledge about the natural world. Several members of the RCAS participated by sending in
monthly sunspot counts.
After World War II both the United States and the Soviet Union began
research and development programs with the hope of achieving space
flight. Mankind had dreamt of spaceflight for centuries and interest among
the general public was high. The US Navy’s Vanguard program, designed
to put a grapefruit sized satellite into orbit, looked promising with a
projected target date of late 1957 or early 1958.
October 5, 1957, Rapid City Journal, page 1 headline: “Russian Sattellite
[sic] Circling Earth.” No fewer than 6 articles appeared about Sputnik and
the monitoring and reporting that the RCAS was doing. Sputnik was the
first Russian satellite to orbit the Earth. Sputnik changed the world, for
what used to be science fiction and only imagined was now fact! A month
later Sputnik II was launched with a dog named Laika on board! It was
clear that the Russians were far ahead of the United States and the launch
triggered the space race that pushed the United States to put a man on the
Moon in 1969 and be a leader in space technology development. Sputnik
fever also found its way to Rapid City, as several RCAS members gearedup to participate in a “satellite patrol” to spot the new satellite. In spite of
their efforts, RCAS members were unsuccessful in locating a satellite in
1957.
The young RCAS had been receiving quite a bit of free publicity during 1957. Comets, eclipses,
sunspots, and Sputnik had provided the opportunity for public exposure on several occasions. As
a result, the meetings and star parties were well attended by both members and spouses. A
Junior Division had also been established earlier in the year, giving the organization a definite
family flavor. The public was always encouraged to attend the activities and they did! In many
cases over half the people in attendance were non-members. The popularity of star parties held
after the meetings also increased, with members and non-members alike bringing their
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telescopes, giving non-members the chance to learn more about using their instruments.
Additional new members included Clark Johnson, Dick Neuzil, Dick Munson, and Steve Cox.
August 24, 1958, Rapid City Journal, page 3: “Planetarium Operations Explained by Promoters.”
Though not directly sponsored by the RCAS, Dr. Heckman and a group of RCAS members had
begun a $75,000 fundraising campaign to construct a 75-seat planetarium that would make use of
a Spitz Model A-1 projector in Rapid City.
The planetarium was to be similar to the one at the Denver Museum of Science and Industry.
This was probably another transplanted idea inspired by Dr. Heckman’s prior experience in
Denver. As with the previous observatory project, a separate corporation was established with
Dr. Heckman, Newell White, John Searle, and Capt. John Jackson being listed on the board of
directors.
Significant fund-raising was employed, including a live Telethon on KOTA TV. The efforts fell
short of their goal and the project fell silent in a fashion similar to the prior observatory project.
As an interesting side note, NASA’S Dr. Werner Von Braun, the leading figure in the
development of rocket and space technology in Nazi Germany and, later, the United States, sent
a letter of support to Rapid City Mayor Fred Dusek.
In addition to programs and telescope viewing after the monthly meetings, several RCAS
members also regularly traveled to local schools, churches, and service clubs, to provide
astronomy-related information to the public.
Several of the newer RCAS members became interested in “pushing glass” and building their
own telescopes. Others found used instruments.
Both Jim Johnston and Byron Painter had previously completed their telescopes. Jim proudly
demonstrated the light gathering power of its 8-inch plate glass mirror. This Newtonian reflector
was considered at the time to be quite large and with its white, hexagonal, wooden tube became a
regular fixture at our star parties for many years. Byron had built his equatorially mounted 6inch Newtonian reflector, complete with setting circles and a clock drive. Byron’s experience as
a machinist at the South Dakota Cement Plant helped him, as he even machined his own gears
for the clock drive.
Lawrence Berfiend brought another interesting telescope to the star parties. His antique brass
refractor was manufactured by W. & D. Mogey of Plainfield, New Jersey and its fine optics
provided fine views of the Moon and planets. Dr. Heckman had found this telescope in
Spearfish, South Dakota and made arrangements for Lawrence to purchase it.
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In the winter of 1961
Ron Dyvig and fellow
SDSM&T classmate
Jerry Lester
successfully ground
and polished an 8-inch
telescope mirror.
Inspired by the earlier
efforts of Jim Johnston
and Byron Painter,
Ron began reading the
works of Russell
Porter, Albert Ingalls,
Jean Texereau, Allyn
Thompson, et al, to
learn the art of
telescope making.

The 8-inch Newtonian made by Jerry Lester and Ron Dyvig. It was
Ron’s first mirror and inspired Gary Crown’s telescope project.
During the summer 1962, Gary
Crown met Ron Dyvig when they
were playing in the Rapid City
Municipal Band. One thing led to
another, and Gary became exposed
to Ron’s interest in telescope
making. Within a few weeks Ron
was helping Gary grind, polish,
and figure his own 8-inch mirror.
When this mirror was successfully
completed Gary began to build the
rest of the mechanical parts of the
telescope. While this was
happening, Gary’s dad Ivan, had
been quietly standing in the
background, wondering what those
crazy kids were doing. He was
impressed when he discovered that
Gary’s mirror had been polished
and figured to an accuracy of a few
millionths of an inch, without the
use of precision measuring tools

Gary Crown’s homemade 8” Newtonian. The
mount by Ivan Crown was the predecessor of the
HVO-1 mount.
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he used in his work. Since he was a machinist by profession at the South Dakota State Cement
plant, he agreed to help Gary complete the mechanical phase of his telescope project. The result
was very impressive indeed…a skeleton-tube Newtonian telescope, mounted on a very heavyduty, but portable, German equatorial mount. This telescope was Gary’s for several years, until
he found the need to sell it, to help cover college expenses…a decision he would always regret.
It turned out to be quite a coincidence that Ivan Crown, and Byron Painter were both machinists
in the same shop.
Nearly every astronomer, amateur or professional, became ‘hooked’ on
Astronomy as a consequence of some memorable incident. For me it was
Comet Arend-Roland. I had just received my first telescope as a Christmas
present in 1956, a 40 mm Criterion refractor. Arend-Roland was my first
comet and I faithfully followed its progress nearly every night, while
observing from a vantage point in Mt. Moriah cemetery located high above
Deadwood Gulch. Given the terrain in Deadwood, South Dakota, this was
the only place where I could conveniently obtain a good view to the North.
For this 8th grader, it was an unforgettable experience. A few months later
I heard about the Rapid City Astronomical Society and became a member.
-Ron Dyvig

1959 through 1962 was fairly quiet for the young RCAS. Notices of meetings and reports of
satellite sightings would occasionally appear on the pages of the Journal. The most exciting bit
of news was about fireballs and unidentified flying objects.
October 22, 1962, Rapid City Journal, page 3: “Local Society at Work. . . Data Being
Accumulated on Meteor.” A fireball appeared in Glenrock, Wyoming heading directly for a man
then suddenly disappeared. A brilliant object lit up the sky over the Black Hills with numerous
eyewitness accounts. The object made a hissing sound over Hill City. Grass fires in Kilgore,
Nebraska were blamed on the fireball. RCAS called a special meeting for November 10th to
“analyze further the reports it was collecting.” The Journal published a notice from the National
Investigations Commission on Aerial Phenomena appealing to people to send their reports to
them.
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Hidden Valley Observatory (HVO-1)
In December 1962 new officers were elected at the RCAS meeting. Dr. Heckman had cofounded the RCAS and served as President since 1956. He decided that it was time to take a
break, so he declined the nomination. He suggested that Ron Dyvig be nominated as President
for the next year. Ron was flabbergasted, since he was only then a 2nd-year student at SDSM&T.
Apparently, Ron had established a little confidence among the older members because of his
telescope making projects, coupled with the fact that he had given a few presentations at the
monthly meetings. Ron reluctantly agreed, but only if Dr. Heckman was willing to stay on as
Vice President. Dr. J.P. Gries remained as the Secretary/Treasurer. Amazingly, reviving the
topic of building an observatory for the RCAS became the first suggestion at that very first
meeting.
April 28, 1963, Rapid City Journal, page 33: “Astronomy—By and For Amateurs.” RCAS was
the lead feature topic, and BHAS again appeared in the paper on July 18th and 21st. There were
photos of members at their telescopes as they “scurried down gallons of cold soft drinks,” while
observing a partial solar eclipse.
Several new members were added to the RCAS roster: Bill Lehmann, Fred Lehmann, Gary
Crown, Ivan Crown, Dennis Crown, Ed McBride. They would become valuable assets in the
upcoming years.
At the January 1963 meeting committees were formed and plans were begun to construct an
astronomical observatory containing a 12.5-inch Classic Cassegrain reflector, to be carried on a
clock-driven, German equatorial mount. RCAS decided to try a somewhat different strategy for
this project. It was decided that, because of his previous mirror-making experience, Ron Dyvig
should be given the chance to fabricate the optics, rather than attempting an aggressive fundraising campaign to purchase an expensive commercial telescope. Also, since the club had
excellent machinists within the membership ranks, they felt it should be possible to design and
construct the mechanical parts in-house. Committee assignments were:
Telescope Optical Design & Fabrication—Ron Dyvig
Telescope Mount Design & Fabrication—Ivan Crown, Byron Painter
Dome & Building Design & Fabrication—Ivan Crown, Ed McBride
Site Selection & Development—Ed McBride, Bill Lehmann, Ron Dyvig
Mirror blanks and optical supplies were ordered from Edmund Scientific Company in February.
In addition to the normal 12.5-inch Pyrex blank for the primary mirror, a 10-inch blank was
ordered, to be fabricated as a Hindle test sphere. The Hindle sphere was to be ground, polished,
and figured to a very fast f/3 spheroid to allow testing and figuring the hyperbolic, convex,
secondary mirror for the Cassegrain optical system. A higher-quality Foucault Test device was
also ordered, to replace the more primitive, homemade device Ron had used on the previous
mirror projects.
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While waiting for the
ordered optical
materials to arrive, Ron
Dyvig and his father
constructed a
grinding/polishing
machine and began to
set up an optical shop in
his parents’ basement.
This machine was a
Russell Porter-type that
had been described in a
recent article published
in Sky & Telescope
magazine.

Russell Porter-type grinding/polishing machine
used to fabricate optics.
By March Ed McBride had located several possible sites for the new observatory, but all seemed
to represent a problem of cost. Also, there was a debate among members whether the site should
be located at a sufficient distance from town to provide darker skies; or, whether it would be
better to locate it closer to town for public accessibility. The best prospect so far seemed to be a
parcel of land near Clarkson Subdivision located 5 miles west of Rapid City on Sheridan Lake
Road. Unfortunately, this site turned out to be beyond the RCAS budget.
Discussions progressed on the dome question, and several scale models were constructed out of
cardboard by Ivan Crown. Based on this, it was decided that it was not practical for RCAS
members to construct the dome in house. Therefore, Ed McBride began a query with local tank
and sheet metal firms to get some bids based on our drawings.
The basic building design was agreed to be a block structure with the dome on one end and a flat
roof covering the rest. It would have a concrete floor and a concrete pedestal under the dome to
hold the finished instrument at the proper elevation.
In April the optical supplies arrived, and Ron Dyvig began work on the 10-inch Hindle Sphere.
Ivan Crown spoke with his superiors at the SD Cement Plant, and they agreed to allow the
telescope mount and tube assembly to be fabricated in their very impressive machine shop. As a
public gesture, they agreed to allow Ivan Crown and Byron Painter to perform this work with no
charge to the RCAS. Also, since most of the metal materials could be obtained from their scrap
pile, they would only charge RCAS the scrap price for the project. Obviously, this was a
tremendous break…the RCAS would get free labor, and only be charged 3 cents/pound for the
telescope mount. The basic design of the mount and tube assembly was agreed upon very
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quickly. Since both Ivan and Byron had previous telescope making experience, they were pretty
much given free rein on the machine work. Construction of the German Equatorial mount thus
began immediately!
Meanwhile, the site search became more frustrating…so Ed McBride & Bill Lehmann began to
explore some other options. Ed McBride lived in Black Hawk and had become friends with the
nuns at the nearby St. Martin Monastery. It turned out that they might be willing to allow the
RCAS to locate the observatory on their property for a small yearly fee…provided that the site
be properly maintained…and that the students from St. Martin Academy might be allowed to
occasionally look through the telescope when finished. This was agreed upon very quickly by the
membership, and site work began as soon as the weather would allow. This site was not as dark
but would provide excellent public access for visitors from Rapid City.
By May the full design of the dome was now set. The dome would be a rotating hemisphere
with horizontal sliding shutters on the bottom half and an up-and-over sliding shutter on the top.
This would allow the telescope to be used for zenith observing under windy conditions, by
leaving the bottom shutters closed, while leaving the top shutter open. The dome itself would
use 3 rollers and rotate around a rim welded to a metal cap that would cover approximately ½ of
the top of the building.
Ed McBride negotiated with Rapid Tank, Inc., and arrived at a very reasonable price quotation of
about $500.00 for the dome fabrication. This was to include transporting the completed dome
structure, finished in primer, to the site…and, installing it in place with a crane. The RCAS
agreed to this. A deposit was paid, and construction began.
By the middle of
May, it was possible
to begin developing
the site. Several trees
had to be removed.
Ed McBride and Bill
Lehmann surveyed
the boundaries, and
the rest of the crew,
including Dennis
Crown, et al, began
digging for the
footings. It was soon
discovered that solid
bedrock lay only a
few inches below the
surface. It would not
be necessary to dig a
deep hole for concrete
below the telescope

Groundbreaking for Hidden Valley Observatory.
L-R: Dennis Crown, Ed McBride, Steve Cox.
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location to support the telescope pier, because the entire building and floor would be lying upon
solid bedrock. Final preparation included removal of the remaining dirt and laying the conduit
for the electrical wiring. Steel rebar was then added to strengthen the concrete floor.
September 6, 1964, Rapid City Journal, page 3: “Observatory Under Construction.” Rapid City
Mayor Phil Schroeder was present for a ceremonial pouring of the concrete floor for what would
later become Hidden Valley Observatory. A picture was published in the Rapid City Journal
showing the Mayor, with trowel in hand, smoothing the freshly poured concrete.
A few days later, after the concrete had set, a large, 50-gallon oil drum was placed over the
vertical rebar where the telescope was to be located under the dome. This oil drum was then
filled with concrete. While still wet, a large iron disk was embedded in the top to eventually
hold the finished telescope and pier at the proper height.
It is interesting to reveal that the above-mentioned iron disk was machined to match
the bottom of the telescope pier. Further, the iron disk was an old flywheel that came
from the Cement Plant scrap pile containing the remains of an old, huge steam shovel
that had been used in the quarry for decades. The State of South Dakota had
purchased that old steam shovel, along with an old steam locomotive, as surplus
equipment left over from construction of the Panama Canal. That old steam shovel
had been nicknamed Blackie by the quarry workers. In addition to shoveling rock, that
would later become cement products shipped around the world as Portland Cement,
Blackie also had at least one other interesting job to perform in the past…it was
transported to Rapid City and used to excavate the basement for the construction of the
Alex Johnson Hotel…one of the main landmarks of western South Dakota.
Interestingly, that old locomotive also had an interesting resting place. It was painted
in bright colors and decorated as a toy locomotive for a children’s display on
Storybook Island. Indeed, the base of the new telescope was going to be supported by
a piece of Blackie…a genuine piece of American History. RCAS members used to
brag about having a telescope partially supported by Theodore Roosevelt!
Things were going well in the optical shop, as Ron Dyvig had nearly finished grinding and
polishing the 10-inch Hindle test sphere. It was great to work on this mirror, to gain a little more
experience before starting on the main element…the 12.5-inch paraboloid primary mirror!
During the summer months of 1963, several members of the RCAS seized the opportunity to test
the new site in Hidden Valley by observing with their own personal telescopes. Gary Crown got
some good practice using his new 8-inch Newtonian by having a friendly contest with Ron
Dyvig, using his 6-inch Cave Astrola, to see who could observe most of the Charles Messier
Catalog of deep sky objects. The winner remains a closely held secret!! This was long before
the Messier Marathon was invented!!
Ron Dyvig and Dennis Crown began hauling concrete block to the building site. Ed McBride
had negotiated another miracle…by, having a conversation with the powers at Dakota Lime &
Brick, Inc. They agreed to donate the block for a negligible price of 1 ½ cents per
block…provided we pick the block from their “factory 2nd” pile and transport the block
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ourselves. Well, as it turned out, that worked out very well, because we were able to pick out
enough perfect, undamaged, block to complete our building project. Dennis and Ron made
many trips between DL&B and Hidden Valley, using Ed McBride’s old 1940 Ford
pickup…straight stick, and very poor brakes. It was a lot of fun and excellent exercise.
Ed McBride was an incredible asset to the RCAS and the observatory
project. He was an enthusiastic, tireless, worker…and he had personal
contacts with nearly every business in the area. It is doubtful that the
observatory project could have been completed without him! I think
about him every time I drive out Sturgis Road towards the observatory
site. –Ron Dyvig
In September Ivan Crown designed and constructed a heavy-duty steel door and jamb for use at
the observatory. Ivan and Bill Lehmann set it in place so that erection of the block walls could
then begin.
Since few of the RCAS members had experience with masonry work, Ed McBride arranged for
the president of the local Bricklayers Union to give a hand. The president, himself, came out to
the site and gave instruction on the proper mixing of the mud…and proceeded to begin laying the
block on all four corners of the building while the members watched. He then said “Well, from
this point on, it’s all yours. All you have to do is fill in the rest of the block rows between the
corners…keeping those rows as straight as possible. Good luck!” Then, he left…after receiving
our thanks, of course. There was no charge for his service.
For the next several
weeks nearly all the
RCAS members took
their turn at doing
some block laying. All
that being said, Ed
McBride, Bill
Lehmann, Dennis
Crown, and Ron Dyvig
laid most of the block.

Laying the concrete block walls.
L-R: Dennis Crown, unknown, unknown, Ed McBride.

Through the fall &
winter of 1963,
machine work
progressed slowly on
the telescope mount, as
Ivan and Byron fit the
telescope project
between their regular,
mandatory work at the
cement plant.
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Nevertheless, the polar axis housing was nearly finished, and the material for the declination axis
had been gathered.

Ivan Crown machining the HVO-1 polar axis housing.
Progress had not begun on the dome at Rapid Tank, because they had some other projects that
needed to be completed first. Doubts began to emerge about Rapid Tank’s ability to build the
dome.
Ron Dyvig had now completed the Hindle test sphere, and preliminary rough grinding began on
the big primary mirror. Optical work was a bit behind schedule, as Ron had been busy on other
aspects of the project…as well as keeping up on schoolwork at SDSM&T.
Dr. Heckman had not been directly involved very much in the observatory
project. His faculty position at SDSM&T made it difficult for him to
participate physically. He had, however, been involved behind the scenes.
Ron Dyvig recalls having made numerous visits to his office in the
Chemical Engineering building, to discuss various aspects of the project.
Like Ed McBride, Dr. Heckman had many contacts within the Rapid City
community and made many phone calls in support of the RCAS project.
In June of 1964 work finally began on the observatory dome by Rapid Tank. Gary Crown, who
had been attending school at Huron College and was home for the summer, stopped by Rapid
Tank and inspected the progress. He advised Ron Dyvig that they seemed to be having some
problems getting the hemisphere welded properly, indicating that the banana sections were
making the dome resemble one half of a football, rather than one half of a basketball. It turned
out that he was correct…that it did look rather strange. Ed McBride conferred with one of the
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workers, and was told “not to worry”, because the dome would look fine when the work was
finished. Unfortunately, the dome project had been set aside again to work on other projects.
They also indicated that the cost was going to rise well above the original $500.00 quote.
Unfortunately, we then found out that the original quote had been an estimate, rather than a firm
bid. A miscommunication had obviously taken place. The RCAS had to live with it because
they were already committed to the deal and did not have the funds, or time, to explore other
options.
Plans began for summer fundraising. It was obvious that, given the Rapid Tank issue, it was
going to be necessary to raise more money to cover these future obligations.
August 19, 1964, Rapid City Journal, page 1: “Stars are Stars of the Show.” The RCAS
promoted a large event that covered two nights in the parking lot at the west side of the baseball
stadium at Sioux Park. Local citizens were invited to attend this free star party event at the
ballpark to view the stars and planets through several telescopes provided by the RCAS. The
idea was to entertain the public and solicit funds in support of the new observatory being
constructed. This was more than a typical star party. Each RCAS member had a prepared
presentation on various astronomical objects to be viewed. Each telescope was designated a
different object to view. In addition, several displays were set up demonstrating telescope
making, photography, etc. Another display promoting our observatory was set up inside a tent to
inform the public about the project. Dick Neuzil had constructed a detailed, cutaway scale model
of the completed observatory, including the telescope within. This event was heavily promoted
in the local media. Gary Crown even drove around with a rented sound car throughout the day to
invite the public. The event was quite successful, raising several hundred dollars over 2 nights.
The first night was the most successful with clear & calm skies…whereas the 2nd night had
partial cloudy skies and was quite windy.
By November the dome was
finally beginning to take shape.
The slot was cut in the dome for
the telescope opening, and the
shutter framework was welded
in place. The dome still did not
look perfectly round, but cutting
that slot removed most of the
football appearance. They then
began to work on the large steel
cap that would fit over the block
walls and support the dome.
Things were looking up!
Pouring the 12.5-inch polishing lap for HVO-1.
Optical work proceeded slowly, but the fine grinding and polishing phase was nearly complete
on the primary mirror. Figuring the mirror to an accurate paraboloid would begin very soon.
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January 1965 began with the first meeting of the RCAS, conducted by the same slate of officers
that had been re-elected at the December meeting. The new agenda was set to formulate the final
plans for completing the observatory project and have a dedication during the summer of 1965.
The plans were to have the optics finished and ready for coating by early spring, have the
machine work finished and the basic telescope ready to install by early summer, and have the
dome completed and ready to install by late spring. This would allow most of the summer to get
the optics coated, and perform the final finishing touches on the observatory, such as painting
and trim work.
Ron Dyvig began the figuring process on the primary mirror but became concerned about staying
on schedule with the plans for a summer dedication. The figuring proceeded well, but more
slowly than anticipated…and preliminary work had not even begun on the convex secondary
mirror.
Our machinists performed miracles. The main parts of the heavy mounting were finished by
February, with the polar axis receiving a great set of precision, sealed roller bearings. Work
began on the bottom telescope pier, which eventually held the heavy right-ascension and
declination axes. All that remained after that would be constructing the optical tube assembly
(OTA), including the telescope back plate. The back plate would hold the primary support
structure, as well as the focus mechanism and 90-degree star diagonal.
Ron Dyvig held a special meeting with the planning committee to discuss the problem with the
optical phase remaining on schedule. He suggested an option of altering the design from the
Classic Cassegrain design to a Dall-Kirkham-Cassegrain design. The quality of the DallKirkham form would remain essentially the same, but the figuring process would be much easier,
thus saving a lot of time. This idea was approved, and Ron pursued a different path…optically
speaking.
The primary mirror was completed after figuring it to a smooth ellipsoid figure. This represents
about 70% of the amount of optical correction needed for a paraboloid, as would have been
required for the Classic Cassegrain.
Work began on the 3.5-inch convex secondary mirror in March. With the original Classic
Cassegrain design, this mirror would have to be figured as a convex hyperboloid figure,
requiring the Hindle sphere for testing. The secondary mirror for a Dall-Kirkham-Cassegrain,
however, can be figured to a perfect spheroid instead. This spheroid is much easier to fabricate
and figure. In fact, by using a special method with careful polishing stroke control, this mirror
could be hand-figured with very little testing at all.
By May the project was a little behind the original schedule, but the optics were successfully
completed. They were packaged and sent to be coated with a custom Beral Coating, offered by
the Dudly-Leroy Clausing Co. of Skokie, Ill. This Beral coating is a special alloy of Beryllium
and Aluminum, having high reflectivity, yet is very robust for easy cleaning and maintenance.
Before the dome cap could be placed on the building, it was necessary to finish the ‘other’ half
of the top of the building. In other words, a roof was needed to cover the part of the building not
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covered by the dome. Ed McBride again came to the rescue. As it turned out, Dakota Lime &
Brick, Co. had a couple long pre-stressed concrete slabs that were left over from the tall steeple
project at the St. Martin Convent. One of those slabs was cut in 2 pieces and they were a perfect
fit to become the roof and ceiling for the observatory. It is fascinating to look out over Hidden
Valley from the observatory site and see the rest of those concrete slabs on that beautiful steeple
roof. And yes, there was no charge for the slabs, the transport of the slabs, the cutting of the
slabs…or the installation of the slabs. Thanks again Ed McBride.
Late in May the observatory dome is completed in red primer and transported through Rapid
City and out Sturgis Road to the observatory site in Hidden Valley. This was a great day
indeed…a bit gloomy, but the spirits of the RCAS members were high. Most of the members
were present to see the large dome cap, awkwardly being lifted by a small trailer-mounted crane,
that frankly looked too small to do the
job. Amazingly, the cap finally slid into
place, covering one half the block
building, and neatly covering one end of
the concrete slabs from the St. Martin
steeple. Then, very carefully, the crane
hooked on to the dome itself and began
the task of fitting the three wheels on top
of the steel rim. Clark Johnson and Ed
McBride manually hoisted, and Byron
Painter pried with a 2x4 outside the
building, while Bill Lehmann and Ron
Dyvig stood on ladders on the inside,
pushing and pulling, until the dome
finally slipped into place. Bill gave the
dome a spin…and around it went! The
moment had finally arrived…the RCAS
finally had a building that looked like a
genuine astronomical observatory!
Hoisting the
dome at Hidden
Valley
Observatory.
L-R: Rapid Tank
worker,
Clark Johnson,
Ed McBride,
Byron Painter.

Dome installed at
Hidden Valley
Observatory.
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July 8, 1965, Rapid City Journal, page 3: “First in West River—Local Observatory to Have
State’s Largest Telescope.” The photo at the top of the page showed Ron Dyvig and Gary Crown
look on as Dennis Crown peeks in the new dome of the observatory. The article speaks to all the
donations and support RCAS has received from the business community on the project.
Ivan Crown had now
finished fabrication of the
entire German equatorial
mount and tube
assembly. Those huge
pieces were assembled in
the SD Cement Plant
shop…and Byron Painter
posed alongside the
instrument for a
photograph. The freshly
machined, gleaming
metal telescope was a
thing to behold. It
seemed even larger and
more impressive than we
had imagined.
Byron Painter inspects HVO-1 telescope at
South Dakota State Cement Plant machine shop.
In June and July, the final
finishing took place on
the observatory building.
As before, nearly all the
RCAS members had a
chance to participate in
the painting of the
building and dome. The
red-primered dome was
painted with reflective
silver paint.
Gary Crown high on
top applying the
finishing touches.
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A tile floor is
installed, and a
wooden eave is
placed around the
outside portion of the
roof that was not
covered by the dome.
This was mainly for
cosmetic appearance
and prevented the
building from looking
like a concrete block.

Byron Painter had
been given the task of
designing and
machining the
remaining parts for
the telescope…namely, the rack & pinion focus assembly, the primary mirror cell, the secondary
mirror support system, and the declination axis gear assembly. This was a thread gear, and hand
crank system that could be used to manually move the telescope in the declination axis,
north/south, direction. Ivan Crown had previously machined the right-ascension axis, east/west,
gear system for motion via the polar axis. This included a variable speed DC induction motor to
match the correct drive rate for tracking the stars. Both these arrangements were to be
temporary, as a more precise synchronous motor drive system was planned for the future.
The finished telescope tube assembly and mount were transported to the observatory and
installed atop the machined flywheel.

The completed
telescope and
mount were now
primed and
finished with spray
paint…copper for
the mount, and
blue for the tube.
Dennis Crown
completed this
task, while Ron
Dyvig took
pictures.
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In August the
freshly coated
primary and
secondary mirrors
were received,
passed inspection
and mounted
within the mirror
cells. Ready to
install in HVO-1
telescope.

A special, members only, event was planned in September to install the optics in the telescope
and celebrate the tradition of “First Light”. The night was clear, and things went well getting the
optics installed, but Ron Dyvig was unable to get the telescope to achieve focus. In fact, it was
so out of focus that one could only see Jupiter as a large out of focus, faint, blob! It was
frustrating, and more than a little embarrassing, but Ron had no choice but to start to diagnose
the problem. By hand-holding an eyepiece, it was discovered that the focal plane was way too far
behind the telescope…about 12 inches too far back. This meant that the secondary mirror was
apparently positioned too close to the primary…and needed to be moved out farther. This was
attempted, but it could not be moved out enough to accomplish the needed change in back focus.
The only explanation for this was that the final focal length of the convex secondary mirror must
have increased slightly during the final figuring phase. This would require an increase in the
spacing between the two mirrors. To verify this, it was necessary to make some extensions for
the secondary support assembly, so that the secondary mirror could be placed farther out from
the primary mirror. We closed-up for the night, and Byron Painter agreed to construct some
temporary extensions to experiment with the next night.
The next night the new extensions were tried, and the correct position was found after several
adjustments. We were finally able to experience First Light! The quality of the images was not
perfect…but showed promise. A Dall-Kirklham Cassegrain system can be challenging to get
properly collimated (optically aligned) and would take a few nights of tweaking to get perfect. It
was thrilling to be able to see craters on the Moon, and the moons and cloud belts of Jupiter with
our completed telescope. All the members took several looks, and we closed-up for another
night.
Several nights later Ron Dyvig had completed the collimation of the instrument. The quality of
the images was now quite good but indicated the presence of yet another problem. It was
possible to achieve good focus, but the images were slightly distorted. Rather than pinpoints, the
star images were slightly triangular, or gull shaped. This is a common problem in newly
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mounted optics and usually indicates that one or more of the optical elements may be pinched in
their mirror cells, causing the images to be astigmatic. Ron had been a little concerned about this
when he first saw the mirror cells that Byron Painter had constructed. The machine work was of
high quality, but the design concept needed a second look. Despite this the image quality was
certainly good enough to proceed forward with the plans for the dedication…only a few weeks
beyond the original target date. The sense of accomplishment was hard to describe! The official
dedication of the observatory, now named Hidden Valley Observatory, was now set for the
following weekend.
September 2, 1965, Rapid City Journal, page 28: “Close Look at Moon.” The photo and caption
shows Bill Davis of Ellsworth Air Force Base looking through the newly finished 12 1/2-inch
telescope, at the “Our Journey to the Stars” event that was going on through Saturday, in
celebration of the recently completed Hidden Valley Observatory.
The observatory opened its doors to the general-public in early-September 1965, having its 2nd
"Journey to the Stars". The location of this event would not be Fitzgerald Stadium, but at its own
site in Hidden Valley northwest of Rapid City. Because of generous promotion via the local
media, “Our Journey to the Stars” was very well attended. Approximately 1,000 guests attended
the first three nights of observing. Several smaller individual telescopes were set up on the
outside grounds for people to use while waiting in line for their chance to look through the main
telescope.
LET THE OBSERVING BEGIN! It may be difficult for modern readers to
fully appreciate the significance of what had happened. The RCAS now had its
very own observatory containing the largest telescope in South Dakota. It
would remain the largest permanently mounted telescope in South Dakota for
over 36 years. The 12.5-inch optics of the new telescope provided brighter
views of the Moon and planets than had ever been seen by any of the RCAS
members. Back in 1965, lunar and planetary observing was of prime interest to
amateur observers. NASA had not yet conducted very many deep space
planetary missions providing detailed images of the Moon and planets. Visual
observation of the planets through a 12.5-inch telescope was still able to provide
finer detail than the best photographic methods…even when employed through
the largest professional telescopes. This emphasis on lunar and planetary
observing, was also one of the reasons the long, f/16 focal length was chosen for
the new telescope. It provided higher magnification views without having to
resort to using extremely short focal length eyepieces. Barlow lenses were not
as commonly used in 1965 as they are today. Longer focal length eyepieces of
the Kellner or Erfle design could still provide the wide field views needed for
some deep sky objects.
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Dall-Kirkham
focus view taken
the day of
dedication of
Hidden Valley
Observatory.

Outside view of
HVO-1 taken the day
of the dedication.

Inside view
of completed
HVO-1.
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In December Dr. Russell H. Heckman was reinstalled as President of the RCAS, and Ron Dyvig
was elected as the first director of Hidden Valley Observatory. His first task was to establish the
observing procedure and provide training for proper use of the telescope.
The RCAS membership continued to grow. Ron Dyvig had obtained his
teaching degree and was a Science teacher at West Junior High school in Rapid
City. Some of his 8th grade students showed an interest in telescope making, so
he arranged for mirror-making sessions as an after-school activity. Several of
his students, including Kent Stevens, Barry Wick, Fred Hadd, Richard McNeil,
Judy MacDonald, Mark Anderson, Bob Belet, and Gary Hochalter, successfully
completed the task of grinding, polishing, and figuring their own telescope
mirrors. Many of these students eventually became members of the RCAS.
Kent Stevens recalls Ron working with him in building a telescope from a 2016
email: “From 8th grade, (here are) your notes on my 6” F8 mirror where you
were showing me the Foucault and Ronchi test showing that my mirror was
oblate spheroid. By the way, I still have that mirror, diagonal and holder, the
tube and mirror holder. The mounting made from pipe fittings has long since
passed to antiquity.” (Attachment A2)
Even though images provided by the new HVO-1 telescope were not perfect yet, the unique
opportunity to use the impressive, permanently mounted 12.5-inch telescope, in a turn-key
operation, was too tempting to pass up. Therefore, it was decided to delay further work on the
primary and secondary mirror cells until all the members had a chance to have some fun using
the telescope.
The annual Leonid Meteor Shower occurs around November 17. In 1966, a few
astronomers had predicted that this year just might be one of those rare
opportunities to see a Storm, rather than just a Shower. Throughout history,
every 33 years, an incredible increase in the number of Leonid’s can be been
observed. Most years it does not pan out, but every 133 years or so a
tremendous storm can occur. This happens only rarely when the main mass of
the meteor swarm from comet Temple-Tuttle happens, intersecting the orbit of
the nearby Earth. Most astronomers disagreed with the 1966 prediction, so
most observers chose to ignore the event as usual. This fascinated Ron Dyvig,
so he made plans to stay up all night on November 17. Several other RCAS
members, including Gary Crown, Dennis Crown, Barry Wick, plus several nonmembers joined him at the HVO-1 site. The rest is history! The 1966 event
was truly a meteor storm. One could go on and on attempting to describe this
event, but all would fall short of capturing the actual experience. It turned out
that, because of cloudy weather around most of the country, western South
Dakota was one of the best areas to observe the storm. Kitt Peak National
Observatory had similar excellent conditions, and reported that, at maximum,
the storm had produced more than 50 thousand meteors per hour. This is
consistent with what was seen from Rapid City. The event began after dusk
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when many meteor trails began to be seen. A dramatic increase in activity
began around 10:00 P.M. local time, when the night sky became literally filled
with flashing meteors and bolides (large meteors that explode in the
atmosphere). This continued throughout the night and began to taper off shortly
before morning twilight progressed into dawn. Most people were safely
sleeping in their beds while this incredible event was taking place outside.
Member Barry Wick recently shared the following comment. “I remember
seeing the great Leonid meteor shower of 1966 with my mother and going home
to call KOMA in Oklahoma City and actually going live on the air to talk about
it. A lot of places in the nation were clouded and not many saw it. Now that was
a kid's 5 minutes of fame.” Yes, indeed Barry…many of the prominent
astronomers of the era, professional and amateur alike, missed the celestial event
of the century by being clouded out…or, by choosing to sleep over wake!
November 17, 1966, Rapid City Journal, page 1: “Meteor Show Marvelous for City Astronomy
Club.” The page 1 photo of RCAS member Dennis Crown from the HVO site was taken with his
35mm camera mounted on a tripod. Meteors were “falling so fast we couldn’t count them.”
February 1967, Sky and Telescope: “Amateur Astronomers—Hidden Valley Observatory in
South Dakota.” The nearly one-page long article about the newly completed observatory
featured three photos: The HVO building, the 12 ½-inch telescope, and Ron’s Porter type
grinding machine. (Attachment A3)
May 9, 1967, Rapid City Journal, page 3: “Students Observe Solar Eclipse.” Junior High Science
instructor, Ron Dyvig, is shown in the photo with students Jeff and Bob Belet as they watch the
eclipse progress. The viewing took place at the HVO, “where the largest telescope in a threestate area is located.”
Disaster strikes! In the summer of 1967 Ron Dyvig had just returned from a vacation trip to
Seattle, Washington, and was greeted with the incredibly bad news that Hidden Valley
Observatory had just suffered a break-in. The front steel door latch had been pried open with a
crowbar. Several smaller telescopes, owned by RCAS members, had been stored there. The
optics were removed from them…finders, and eyepieces were also stolen. The worst news was
that the optics and mirror cells had also been stolen from the 12.5-inch telescope! Even the
heavy primary mirror cell was gone. There was not very much damage to the telescope mount or
the rest of the building. This was reported to the Pennington County Sheriff’s Department and
an investigation was conducted. The surrounding area was searched, and the primary mirror cell
was found lying in the pasture, between HVO and the ST. Martin Academy. Unfortunately,
broken pieces of the 12.5-inch primary mirror were also found nearby. Law enforcement
officials visited with local residents and members, but no leads ever developed that yielded a
satisfactory explanation of this incident. It was categorized as either burglary or vandalism…or
both. Most of the RCAS members came to the opinion that, because of the objects found in the
local pasture, it was probably vandalism by some local juveniles. None of the other missing
items ever showed up for sale in local pawn shops, or in the classified ads in the newspaper.
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Juveniles usually do not keep secrets very long…making it strange that the truth of this
unfortunate episode has never come out. The era of HVO-1 had, sadly, ended.
August 12, 1967, Rapid City Journal, page 2: “Observatory Near City Suffers Expensive Loss.”
The article reported the items stolen were valued at about $2,000, and the effort to regrind the
optics will require between 800 and 1,000 hours.
April 10, 1968, Rapid City Journal, page 27: “Society Invites Public to View Lunar Eclipse.” In
addition to the eclipse, a ham radio station was set up to help Mount Wilson and Mount Palomar
Observatories time when the Earth’s shadow falls on certain craters.
August 29, 1968, Rapid City Journal, page 3: “Progress Hampered by Thefts—Astronomical
Society Seeking Public Aid.” The article reports that interest in the observatory and membership
were down. The RCAS was hoping to see if local businesses could help them raise the $1,000
needed to replace their telescope optics. The photo showed students Barry Wick and Kent
Stevens at the vandalized telescope.
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Hidden Valley Observatory (HVO-2)
Because of the unfortunate loss at HVO, the RCAS had pretty much fallen into a state of
inactivity between 1967 and 1969. After all the dedicated work of the previous several years, it
seemed impossible to regain the enthusiasm it once had. The HVO site was still used as an
excellent place to observe with portable instruments, and the new, younger members made good
use of it.
The Observatory Director position was vacated in the summer of 1968 when Ron Dyvig
relocated to Tucson, Arizona. Ironically, it is interesting to note that he was actually
awarded his new position at the University of Arizona because of his experience
fabricating the optics for HVO-1. He had a job interview with Dr. Aden Meinel,
chairman of the Optical Sciences Dept., for a new position as a Research Technician in
the newly created Image Intensifier Laboratory. Ron recalls being asked many questions
such as:
“Why did you choose the Classic Cassegrain design?”,
“Why did you convert to the Dall-Kirkham Cassegrain design?”
“Explain your method for figuring the convex secondary.” …etc.
Dr. Meinel really knew his business, as he had recently stepped down as the first director
of Kitt Peak National Observatory, and had previously been a disciple of Dr. Ira Bowen,
the famous director of Mt. Palomar Observatory. He worked for the next 5 years testing
and evaluating new image intensifier designs that had originally been developed as
military night vision devices…but were now being considered for astronomical use on
the large professional telescopes on Kitt Peak. In addition to the work in the lab, Ron had
the opportunity to participate in some observing runs at Kitt Peak. He especially recalls
being privileged for having the opportunity to use the Steward Observatory 36-inch
reflector, as well as the 90-inch reflector, the 5th largest telescope in the world at that
time.
Kent Stevens recalls that in the early 1970s, “With Dr. Heckman’s connections, RCAS became
an observing site for the Lunar International Observers Network (LION) and received program
correspondence and computerized pointing data to track the spacecraft on the way to the moon.
They were interested in detecting liquid oxygen venting events (LOX dumps) and Lunar
Transient Phenomena (LTP). They received information about the program and guidance for
observing LTP. Barry Wick was the first to actually observe a brightening in the vicinity of the
crater Aristarchus which was confirmed by other observatories.” This work went on for several
years (Attachment A4: LTP Observer Guidance) (Attachment A8: Skylab Launch and Pointing
Data).
March 5, 1970, Rapid City Journal, page 3: “Here at 10:56 a.m. Saturday—Astronomical Society
will Open Observatory.” A partial solar eclipse was coming, and the paper showed a drawing of
a pin hole projection on to a white sheet of paper to safely view the eclipse.
March 8, 1970, Rapid City Journal, page 1: “Local Astronomers Study Eclipse.” RCAS
President Kent Stevens was getting the word out to the community about the Society in this page
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1 story with photos. The Journal also had several short RCAS articles about a comet sighting and
an exhibit of Society activities at a local bank.
March 7, 1970: Partial Solar Eclipse. In 2010 Kent Stevens created a video of the 1970 partial
solar eclipse from 8 mm video footage taken by his Mother. It is a tribute to the BHAS amateur
astronomers who are no longer with us. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kIEwtMmWoq0
In 1970 Dr. Heckman stepped down again, and Kent Stevens assumed the presidency of the
RCAS. Kent Stevens and Barry Wick were both now upper classmen at the new Rapid City
Stevens High School and became members of its first graduating class. The younger members of
the RCAS became restless, and discussions began to happen concerning a replacement telescope
for HVO-1. Barry Wick became involved in getting some fundraising in place for the new
project, while Kent Stevens considered the problem of getting new optics for the telescope. Ron
Dyvig was not available to fabricate a replacement set of optics. It was discovered that replacing
the Dall Kirkham-Cassegrain Optics would be far too expensive…especially given the fact that
the club was also still in debt from the fabrication of the dome at Rapid Tank, Inc. That debt had
to be paid off before more money could be considered spent on new optics.
December 1, 1970, Rapid City Journal, page 3: “They Help Smithsonian—Astronomical Group
has a Down-to-Earth Problem to Solve.” The article features another photo of Kent Stevens and
Barry Wick at the vandalized telescope, with an invitation to attend the Society’s 16th birthday at
their meeting on Thursday at the Tech Chemistry building. Since the vandalism, the article
reports that their membership has dropped from about 50 to 20.
1971--Barry Wick assumed the RCAS presidency in 1971 for one year, and Kent Stevens
became the new Observatory Director.
Kent Stevens, in consultation with the RCAS membership, drew up plans to replace the original
optical tube assembly with a Newtonian system. It would have a focal ratio of f/5.6, which will
allow the maximum focal length that will still fit with sufficient clearance for use under the
dome. This ended up being an excellent compromise, allowing excellent planetary performance,
and even better performance for wider field deep sky observing than the old system. One caveat
of this new concept was that a raised observing floor would have to be constructed, since the
Newtonian eyepiece position would now be much higher.
When Kent Stevens was elected Observatory Director, he put together an ambitious plan for the
observatory that went well beyond having an operable telescope and cleaned up building. Kent
typed up the draft of that plan and presented it to the membership (Attachment A5). Kent
remembers, “Dr. Gries told me to tone it down a bit. Man, I was ambitious!”
The new plans for the replacement telescope OTA, now referred to as HVO-2, were accepted by
the membership, and work began.
It was learned that Prof. J.P. Gries, RCAS Secretary/Treasurer, had a former student that was
either the owner or manager of a prominent new optical company named The Optical Craftsmen,
Inc. The RCAS was able to negotiate an excellent price for the parabolic primary and flat
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secondary for the new 12.5-inch HVO-2. Barry Wick had successfully raised enough funding to
repay the old Rapid Tank debt and order the new optics. Optimism was in the air again.
While waiting for the new optics to arrive, construction was completed on the new observing
floor. It featured a short stairway of a few steps, up from the remaining bottom floor under the
flat-roof portion of the building.
One unfortunate thing that needs to be noted is that Ivan Crown had died
prematurely, in November 1967. It was great that he at least had the
satisfaction of seeing his impressive German Equatorial mount in operation
for two years after HVO-1 had come to completion.
Kent Stevens had diagramed the optical layout for the new mirrors (Attachment A6). Ken writes,
“I wrote this as both a tutorial for novice club members and a justification for sizing the
secondary for the purchase of the HVO-2 diagonal. I sized it a bit larger than necessary in
order to get enough back focus for any imaging or other equipment that others would eventually
dream up to use. I also designed and built the aluminum platform at the eyepiece that was used
to support a videocam television camera tube (which I built from a kit and I still have by the
way) for imaging of bright objects such as planets or the moon on a television screen for open
house and public outreach events outside the observatory. The platform was also there in
anticipation for future instrumentation that might require a flat surface near the eyepiece for
mounting heavier equipment. I asked By (Byron) Painter to machine some lead weights that
could slide along the length of the tube on chrome towel rods to balance the tube for whatever
we wanted to attach. I don’t know if any of that survived over these many years, but I tried to
anticipate the potential of what the telescope could be used for in the future.”
The mirrors were to be held in a new aluminum tube that had been donated by the owner of the
Rambler Auto Clinic in Rapid City. Kent Stevens reflects on the event: “I remember getting
everyone together at the car dealership, they had painted the tube in the auto body paint booth
and baked it on, I measured and marked the locations and we then drilled holes for the mirror
cell and diagonal while everyone was questioning my calculations. I slipped in a 1-1/4 25mm
Kellner eyepiece, manually supported the tube and took a peek out of the open garage door at
Venus that took my breath away.” The future looked very promising for HVO-2.
The old Dall Kirkham-Cassegrain tube had been constructed of thick rolled, welded sheet steel.
It was decided to just use a cutting torch to remove the tube, while leaving enough at the bottom
to serve as a nice saddle to hold the new OTA for HVO-2. The new OTA was then held in place
within this saddle by using 2 stainless steel straps with adjustment screws.
Fall 1971--Kent Stevens reports that in the Fall of 1971 there was not an official dedication
ceremony for the new HVO-2 telescope. The BHAS members held a star party for themselves
and began using the new 12.5-inch Newtonian reflector. The telescope performance was
excellent…The HVO-2 ERA had begun. It is interesting to note that this HVO-2 telescope was
nearly identical to the original telescope envisioned from Cave Optical Co. in 1957.
(Attachment A7): Hidden Valley Observatory (Observatory Manual). HVO-2.
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Through the years many members joined in the mirror making sessions in Ron Dyvig’s basement
optical shop. All of the telescopes below were donated to the BHAS for use at the HVO star
parties.

This 10-inch Dobsonian telescope contains a mirror that Kent Stevens took
through the rough and fine grinding stages, but he was unable to complete it
before going into the Navy. Ron Dyvig polished and figured the mirror to
completion. Pictured with the telescope is BHAS member Jan Buckley. This
telescope was given to Steve Parker by the club, in gratitude, when he stepped
down from HVO Observatory Director position and moved to Colorado.

The mirror for this 6-inch Dobsonian telescope was fabricated by Michael
O’Connor (center). Ron Dyvig (right) built the mount. They presented it to
Observatory Director Louis Dorland (left).
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The mirror and mount of this 8-inch Dobsonian telescope was made by
Ron Dyvig. The mirror blank had been donated to the club by Walt
Kaminsky. The skeleton tube was originally from Ron’s first 1962
telescope. It’s original 8-inch mirror had been re-ground/polished/figured
into a Hindle test mirror in order to test another Cassegrain secondary
mirror. The telescope was used at the HVO for several years but was then
donated back to Badlands Observatory for public use after the fire.
December 12, 1974, Rapid City Journal, page 2: “Friday the 13th Could Be Very Unlucky.” Dr.
Dan Redin, president of the RCAS and the president of the South Dakota Optometrist Society
were interviewed about the upcoming partial solar eclipse and described how to build a viewing
box to fit over your head to safely view the eclipse.
January 24, 1975, Lead Daily Call, page 5: “Dr. Russell Heckman Speaks to Pen Women.” It is
noted that Dr. Heckman often spoke to groups about UFOs, telling of various investigations and
his own experiences.
March 7, 1976, Rapid City Journal, page 1: “Comet West in the East.” A page 1 photo taken by
Ron Dyvig and Kent Stevens of Comet West appears. Instructions were given about seeing the
comet and they invited interested persons to the observatory. Kent Stevens was on leave from the
Navy when the photo was taken.
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September 27, 1978: The Articles of Incorporation for the Black Hills Astronomical Society
(BHAS) were written, changing the name from Rapid City Astronomical Society and providing
official status to the organization.
In February 1980 Ted Logan started publishing
the BHAS SCAN newsletter, that had as its
byline: “Survey of Current Astronomical News”
(issue #1 says that it was published in 1979, but
in issue #2 that was corrected to 1980). The first
issue covered information about Saturn, blazars,
upcoming meetings, planets, NASA funding,
galaxies, sunspots, asteroids, the volcanoes of
IO, as well as other items. The October 1990
through April 1991 issues contained a digest of
pages 1-25 of Ron Dyvig’s “History of the Black
Hills Astronomical Society.” This ambitious
publication was provided for members and nonmembers alike for a modest subscription fee for
thirteen years. (Attachments A9-A31)
May 30, 1980, Rapid City Journal, page 28:
“Astronomers Look for Something New in an
Ageless Sky.” The nearly full-page article was
about BHAS member Ted Logan and a star
February 1980 SCAN newsletter, Issue #1
party experience at the HVO. Saturn and Venus
were spied through the telescope, while each
participant took their turn to see the targets. It was reported that BHAS had about 30 paid
members. Information on how to attend a star party was included.
July 15, 1981, Rapid City Journal, page 3: “Local Stargazers to Display Equipment.” RCAS set
up a display of telescopes and other equipment at the Rushmore Mall on Saturday.
July 6, 1982, Rapid City Journal, page 2: “Gazers Delight in Seeing Moon Hide in Shadow.”
BHAS was featured in an AP press release from Chicago about a total eclipse of the Moon, but it
was so cloudy in Rapid City that BHAS members could not see it. Elsewhere in the nation
viewers delighted for nearly an hour of total darkness.
August 8, 1982, Rapid City Journal, page 30: “Spectacular Meteor Showers Can Be Seen.”
BHAS President Ted Logan is quoted on where and when to see the upcoming Perseids Meteor
Shower.
August 12, 1983, Rapid City Journal, page 2: “Heavens to Provide ‘Spectacular’ Show.” “One
good way to see the shower is in the company of the Black Hills Astronomical Society, which
will be watching near its telescope Friday night if clouds don’t obscure the view.”
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September 18, 1985, Rapid City Journal: “Local Astronomers Spot Halley’s Comet.” “Tuesday
morning, when most of us were dreaming, Ron Dyvig and Ted Logan were fulfilling theirs. At
2:35 a.m. they became two of the first people in North America to verify a sighting of Halley’s
Comet.” The two needed two photographs to show the comet’s movement, and after several
nights of cloudy skies and uncertainty, they were able to spot the Comet. “We wanted to be one
of the first to photograph it and we were.”
October 16, 1985, Rapid City Journal, page 3: “Local Hotline Gives Comet Information.” BHAS
established a local “Halley’s Hotline” for the community.”
Ron Dyvig shared this remembrance of the May 1986 Halley’s Comet event at
the HVO: It’s interesting to remember that Steve’s (Parker) initial connection
with HVO was also centered around a comet…the return of Comet Halley in
1986. Steve and I were involved in handling the parking at HVO for the 1st
night of a 3-night public event. It became totally out of control when an
estimated 5000 people showed up! The cars were parked in multiple rows all
the way out to Hidden Valley Road…and then all the way out to Sturgis Road. It
was necessary for the County Sheriff to control the traffic at that
intersection…another deputy helped Steve & I closer to HVO. The people stood
in lines that extended nearly all the way to Hidden Valley Road, waiting to look
through the telescopes. To say the least, it was BIZARRE! Steve & I formed a
permanent bond that night…fond memories!! On the 2nd night I was inside the
observatory manning the 12″. I helped a very feeble elderly lady use the step
stool in order to look through the eyepiece. She looked around at me, gave me a
hug, and patted the telescope. She thanked me with a little tear in her eye. She
said she didn’t know if she would live long enough to see Halley again…she had
seen it in 1910 as a very young girl.
May 15, 1986, Rapid City Journal, page 5: “Vandalism.” BHAS President Ted Logan wrote a
letter to the editor thanking all who participated in the BHAS Halley’s Comet public viewing
project. He reported that their “public night” schedule has been postponed due to vandalism that
damaged the main door and dome shutters, and short-wave antenna. “It is difficult to provide a
free public service in the face of those who destroy our tools.”
February 1990 BHAS meeting minutes: Mike O’Connor and Steve Parker showed their 10” and
8” mirror projects. Motion to approve the revised by-laws of the Society. Motion passed. George
Gladfelter suggest that we probably could attempt to educate the public as to the effects of light
pollution. Ted Logan volunteered to research this question.
April 1990 BHAS meeting minutes: It was reported that our astronomy hot line was in operation
but receiving very few calls. Steve Parker volunteered to get publicity out. Mike O’Connor will
spread the news through the schools.
November 3, 1990, Rapid City Journal, page 23: “Programs—Astronomy Hotline.” “Call 3487584 for a recorded message on current events in astronomy and a schedule of Black Hills
Astronomical Society meetings.”
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May 1991 BHAS meeting minutes: A talk was given by Ron Dyvig titled “Completing a
Telescope—A 20-Year Saga,” or “How Not to Design a Telescope,” or “The Telescope That
Wouldn’t Die”.
September 1991 BHAS meeting minutes: It was reported that there was a new observatory in
Pennington County: Walt Kaminski had completed his backyard observatory.
Ron Dyvig had been conducting mirror-making classes in his basement shop. He had a fairly
complete optical shop as he had already begun the preliminary work on the test optics for what
would later become the Badlands Observatory. Several members successfully completed
mirrors. Michael O’Connor completed his 6” and 10” mirrors, Ted Logan and Steve Parker
finished their 8” mirrors, and Rush Gross completed a 10” mirror.
December 12, 1991, Rapid City Journal, page 13: “Flash in the Night—Brilliant Light Over the
Hills a Mystery.” A mysterious bright flash of light over the central Black Hills was sighted in
the early morning. Steve Parker of BHAS reported that they are usually falling space debris, but
the U.S. Space Command did not confirm that. Parker also said that it could have been a bolide,
or bright meteor. “State Radio dispatcher Dick Dell said that over the past few years he had
received several reports of strange flashes in an area south and west of Hill City.”
December 1992 BHAS meeting minutes: There was a motion use a $200 donation from Bill
Lehmann’s estate to help purchase four eyepieces and a Barlow lens for the HVO. Motion
passed.
April 1993 BHAS meeting minutes: Dan Lien reported that the Star Trek fans would meet May
8th and wanted some telescopes set up.
August 11, 1993, Rapid City Journal, page 8: “Watch Black Hills Skies Tonight.” Steve Parker
reported that the annual Perseid meteor shower was expected to be spectacular this year. No
viewing at the HVO tonight, but there will be a Star Party on Friday.”
November 1993 BHAS meeting minutes: BHAS stopped publication of the Society’s SCAN
newsletter and that refunds were sent to subscribers.
May 10, 1994. Solar Annular Eclipse. Steve Parker and Ron Dyvig were at Hidden Valley
Observatory to capture a few images of the partial solar eclipse.
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Steve Parker had devised an off-axis
solar filter on HVO-2.

Image of the eclipse captured by
Steve Parker and Ron Dyvig.
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Steve Parker and HVO-2.

…and KCLO TV showed up!

November 23, 1994, Rapid City Journal, page 1: “Jumpin’ Jupiter—Locals Have a Blast with
Jupiter.” HVO was busy with activity as the Shoemaker-Levy 9 comet had slammed into Jupiter.
The collisions appeared as broad dark zones in the Jovian disk. By 9:00 in the evening 16 people
were at the HVO. “The astronomical society—more cautious after some 5,000 people came out
to see Halley’s Comet in 1986—didn’t issue any public announcements about the Jupiter sight.”
A couple weeks prior the SL-9 impact event on Jupiter we set up some
telescopes at the observatory for a preliminary test of our equipment. It
was on the July 4, 1994 weekend, when HVO was open to the public. We
were visited by a group of people that were members of the San Diego
Astronomy Association. They were apparently impressed with their
experience, and later gave us a nice write-up in their SDAA Newsletter. I
think the seeing conditions were the best I’ve ever seen at HVO!
Fortunately, the conditions were also excellent a couple weeks later when
we observed the SL-9 impacts…SPECTACULAR!! --Ron Dyvig
(Attachment A32)
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October 1995 BHAS meeting minutes: Steve Parker reported that there have not yet been any
pictures made of the Hale-Bopp Comet, which at 11th magnitude is still pretty dim. A radio
interview of Steve on PBS will be aired soon.
November 1995 BHAS meeting minutes: Ron Dyvig gave a report for the long-term planning
committee. The observatory will be thirty years old in September, and the Society is forty years
old. The committee is looking at a Science Linkages in the Community program which gives
grants up to $1,500.
February 1996 BHAS meeting minutes: Ron Dyvig expressed the sentiment of the members
when he said that we should express our thanks to Georgia O’Connor for her hard work in
putting together our successful (SLIC) grant proposal. President Mike O’Connor explained that
the grant was to enable us to continue our outreach to the public. The Treasurer’s report shows a
balance of $1,392.03, which includes the $1,300 grant.
March 21 and 27 1996, Rapid City Journal, pages 9 and 17: “Hyakutake—Comet Viewing
Tonight,” and “Astronomical—Comet Watch.” BHAS set up telescopes at Fitzgerald Stadium
for viewing the comet. Wednesday’s edition featured a photo taken at Dinosaur Park of the
duckbilled dinosaur looking up at the comet, depicting a scene that might have occurred 65
million years ago.
February 1997 BHAS meeting minutes: Steve Parker commented on the best time to view comet
Hale-Bopp and raised the issue of a public viewing of the comet. We would need a location in
town as the observatory is snow bound.
March 12, 1997, Rapid City Journal, Page 1: “Hale-Bopp.” The Journal featured a photo taken
by BHAS member Ron Dyvig from his home of the comet.

Even though the
Hidden Valley
Observatory was
snow bound, Steve
Parker traveled
there to take this
iconic photograph.
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June 12, 1997, Rapid City Journal, page 16: “Forest Service Moonwalk.” The Sheridan Lake
walk featured members Steve Parker and Ron Dyvig talking to participants about identifying
constellations, planets and prominent features on the Moon. Ron recalls, “This was a challenging
event for us. It turned out the skies were totally overcast, and we had to give them a virtual tour
of the sky by using a laser pointer on the bottom of the clouds. The “Moonwalkers” seemed to
enjoy it even thought they had to use their imagination…they couldn’t see the stars!”
October 1997 BHAS meeting minutes: Steve
Parker reported that the National Weather
Service had donated a 5-foot dome to BHAS.
January 1998 BHAS meeting minutes: Ron
Dyvig gave an extensive review of his plan to
turn an unused hospital in Quinn into a
residence and observatory.
May 19, 1998, Rapid City Journal, page 8:
“Astronomer Hopes Movie Has Impact—Rapid
City Man Sees Film’s premise as Plausible.”
Ron Dyvig was interviewed by the Journal
about the movie “Deep Impact” and the danger
Near Earth Objects (NEO) present. “Dyvig has been conducting his astronomy research alone,
on his own time and with his own money. Soon he hopes to join worldwide enthusiasts online,
through a program called Spaceguard.”
In August of 1998 a group of BHAS members helped assemble the dome panels for the Ron
Dyvig’s Badlands Observatory in Quinn, South Dakota. Pictured in the front row are Michael
O’Connor, John McClure, Steve Parker, Ron Dyvig, Joe Kocherhans and Pete Hendricksen.

September 1998 BHAS meeting minutes: Ron Dyvig reported that the dome on his Quinn
observatory will be erected Saturday if the weather permits.
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December 30, 1998: A fire ravaged Ron Dyvig’s observatory and home in Quinn, South Dakota.
January 7, 1999: Pennington County Courant, page 1-2: “Quinn Hospital building housing new
observatory burns.” 4 photos.
July 5, 1999, Rapid City Journal, page 9: “Campground Programs Set.” BHAS member Steve
Parker will lead a star gazing program at the Pactola Lake Campground.
August 14, 1999: Rapid City Journal, page C1, Outdoor section: Black Hills Astronomy Club
keeps its eyes on night skies.” Photo of Steve Parker with solar telescope. Also, another C1
article is featured, “Party with the Stars.”
February 2000 BHAS meeting minutes. Tom Durkin offered to put up a web page for the
Society. Moved and approved to accept this offer.
March 4, 2000: BHAS members gathered at Ron Dyvig’s Badlands Observatory for a workday.

Hoisting the fork:
Joe Kochderhans in the slot

Hoisting the tube assembly

Setting the fork:
Ken Wootten, Steve Parker, Ron Dyvig

Toasting the installation of the telescope:
(L-R) Michael O’Connor, Joe
Kocherhans, Pete Hendricksen, Ron
Dyvig, Steve Parker—Not pictured—
Garner Anderson, Georgia O’Connor,
Ken Wootten
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May 6, 2000, Rapid City Journal, page 12: “Badlands Observatory.” The Open Letter from Ron
Dyvig and a Badlands Observatory thanked those who were involved helping as a result of the
fire at the Badlands Observatory. Ron also reports that work on the observatory has progressed
and “will be ready to commence operation in the very near future.”
July 3, 2000: Rapid City Journal, page A1-2: “Observing a Dream—Quinn Hosts Stargazer.”
And related article on page A1-2: “Space Filled with Danger.” The articles discuss the work that
has progressed on the Badlands Observatory since it’s fire in 1998. Features of the 128-inch
focal length, 26-inch primary mirror telescope are presented. Another article on Spaceguard, a
group of asteroid hunters Ron is involved with appears.
September 2000 BHAS meeting minutes: President Ken Wootten read their application to join
the South Dakota Space Grant Consortium. Motion to send in the application passed.
November 2000 BHAS meeting minutes: Tom Durkin reported that Space Days will be
celebrated on May 4th and 5th at the Rushmore Plaza Civic Center.
September 2001 BHAS meeting minutes: Steve Parker reported that none of our star parties this
summer was cancelled due to cloudiness—a record!
February 2002 BHAS meeting minutes: It was decided to have a viewing night on May 3rd,
where they will be viewing the five planets visible by the naked eye. 9 summer star party dates
were set.
February 2, 2002, The Daily Register (Portage, WI), page 37: “Hometown Hero—Scanning
South Dakota Skies.” This article and accompanying photographs by Paul Higbee of Spearfish
profiles Ron Dyvig and the Badlands Observatory for a Wisconsin newspaper.
April 2002 BHAS meeting minutes: It was reported that the Girl Scouts will be at the
observatory on July 19th for a star party and overnight camping.
May 2002 BHAS meeting minutes: Motion to spend up to $200 to paint and clean up HVO. Tom
Durkin reported that Ron Dyvig presented a plaque to Governor Janklow commemorating
Asteroid South Dakota. The State may assist in providing high speed internet access to the
Badlands Observatory.
June 8, 2002, Rapid City Journal, page 14: “Asteroid ‘South Dakota’ Now Official.” An asteroid
discovered by BHAS member Ron Dyvig was named by the International Astronomical Union
(IAU) “#26715 South Dakota.” It is the first of 25 other asteroids discovered by Ron at the
Badlands Observatory to receive permanent name status.
November 2002 BHAS meeting minutes. 23 people were present at the meeting for a program
on choosing a telescope, presented by Steve Parker. BHAS offered to donate a Science Fair prize
for the SDSM&T Science Fair. The school also requested that we also contribute a judge. There
was also a continuation of the discussion on awarding plaques to building projects with well-
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designed exterior lighting that would minimize light pollution.
February 16, 2003, Rapid City Journal, page 49: “Astronomers Honor Architect.” BHAS
awarded architect Fred Thurston and the Casey Family Program its Good Neighbor/Good
Lighting award for the lighting design on the Casey Family Program building.
March 1, 2003, Rapid City Journal, pages 11 and 13: “Students Throw a Party.” BHAS provided
telescopes and magnifying devices for a Jefferson Academy Stargazers astronomy club program
for 100 Wilson Elementary School students. Students had a “Party with the Stars.”
December 22, 2003, Rapid City Journal, page 9: “Scenes from the Heavens--Astronomers Turn
to Winter Skies.” This feature article about BHAS had comments from members Bob Polcyn,
President Peter Hendriksen, and Ron Dyvig. Photos of five deep sky objects were shown.
January 2004 BHAS meeting minutes: President suggested paying $50 to join the International
Dark Sky Association. Motion passed. Ron Dyvig reported that the Badlands Observatory’s
telescope is available for remote control via the internet, and that time is available for BHAS
members for free.
January 7, 2004, Argus-Leader, pages 1 and 8: “S. Dakotans anticipate manned mission.” This
story was a supplement to a feature story on the AP coverage of the Mars Spirit rover. BHAS
members Bob Polcyn (South Dakota’s only Solar System Ambassador for the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory of Pasadena, California), President Peter Hendricksen and Ron Dyvig were all quoted
about the Mars mission and the prospect of a manned mission to the planet.
February 2004 BHAS meeting minutes: Reported that we could join the Night Sky Network if
we had 15 members, but we are currently short of that number. Moved to join when we have that
number.
December 2004 BHAS meeting minutes: South Dakota Space Days would be held in October of
2005 at the Rapid City Civic Center and held in conjunction with a Native American Pow Wow.
December 19, 2004, Rapid City Journal, page 49: “Journey, TSP Honored for Lighting Design.”
BHAS presented this year’s Efficient Lighting Design award for helping to preserve darkness in
the night sky.
February 2005 BHAS meeting minutes: Tom Durkin reported he would be teaching a
community education class on Astronomy at the high school.
May 7, 2005, Rapid City Journal, page 16: “Academy Students Reach for Stars.” BHAS and the
Badlands Observatory assisted the Jefferson Academy plan a “Reach for the Stars” evening for
Rapid City’s elementary and high school students. Jefferson Academy Science Department
“coordinated a rare opportunity to see the night sky remotely from the observatory at Quinn.”
February 2006 BHAS meeting minutes: Agreed to award the City of Quinn and the WREA for
their efforts to install more dark sky friendly lights in the City of Quinn.
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March 2006 BHAS meeting minutes: New motors for the 12” telescope had arrived and that
mounts were being made. Steve Parker distributed copies of the manual on how to operate the
new telescope controller, but the telescope will be inoperable until the new motors are installed.
September 2006 BHAS meeting minutes: Few star parties were cancelled this year, but
attendance was down. Also discussed was the possible need to move the observatory.
November 2006 BHAS meeting minutes: About 40 people were at the Journey Museum to watch
the solar transit of Mercury on a large screen with the images coming from the Badlands
Observatory.
October 2006 Richard Walker proposed that the club should
have a logo to help promote the society's activities and
generate interest in new membership and volunteered to do
the design work. After input from the membership and several
iterations a designed was finally settled on.
November 2006 BHAS meeting minutes: “Steve Parker
reported that in searching old issues of SCAN, our newsletter
in previous years, he found from Ron Dyvig’s article on the
history of this Society that the first meeting was sometime in
the spring of 1956. A discussion concerning a celebration of
our fiftieth anniversary produced no results.”
November 4, 2006, Rapid City Journal, page 29: “Mercury Viewing.” BHAS was having a free
public viewing of Mercury’s transit of the Sun on November 8th. The Badlands Observatory had
a remote viewing at the Journey Museum Theatre, and Steve Parker had a telescope set up
outside the museum for public viewing. Don Teets, Mathematics Professor at SDSM&T
presented a program on forecasting transits.
December 2006 BHAS meeting minutes: Steve Parker reported that he now has pages one
through twenty-five of Ron Dyvig’s article on the history of the Society.
January 2007 BHAS meeting minutes: A motion was made to move the location of the BHAS
meeting from the Faculty Lounge of the SDSM&T New Classroom Building to the Journey
Museum.
July 15, 2007, Rapid City Journal, page 54: “Awarded.” BHAS awarded enVision Design it’s
Preserving Our Dark Skies with Appropriate Outdoor Lighting award for its design of the
Anderson Dental Clinic.
September 2007 BHAS meeting minutes: Steve Parker reported that the 12” telescope is not
operable and that due to bad weather only one star party had been held in August.
December 10, 2007, Rapid City Journal, page 4: “Astronomical Fun at Journey Museum on Dec.
17”. Frank Belinskey thanked the Journal for their cooperation in advertising BHAS’s monthly
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programs at the Journey. The public is invited to the annual open discussion on astronomy topics
and to enjoy pizza, cookies and soda.
October 2008 BHAS meeting minutes: Members
discussed the problems of potential light pollution
at the HVO and problems with the deterioration
of our building.
2009, Rapid City Journal: “See You Around.” For
a time, the Journal posted photos of people in
Rapid City, including those who attended BHAS
meetings: Chris Konvalin, Mark Strenge and
Laurie and Bill Van Heukelem on February 22,
Dr. Bob Polcyn and Susan Sullivan on March 22.
2009-2018: The International Astronomical Union (IAU) serves as the internationally recognized
authority for assigning designations to celestial bodies. As the discoverer of many asteroids at
the Badlands Observatory, Ron Dyvig can recommend names for those asteroids, subject to
approval by the IAU. In 2009 Ron honored Steve Parker (Asteroid 51772 Sparker), Peter B.
Hendricksen (Asteroid 51570 Phendricksen), and Joseph G. Kocherhans (Asteroid 63528
Kocherhans) at a BHAS meeting for their service to BHAS and their volunteer efforts in the
salvage and reconstruction of the Badlands Observatory, after the tragic fire in 1998. Kent
Stevens (Asteroid 54720 Kentstevens) was honored in 2018 for his work in the re-design,
engineering and replacement of the original telescope following the 1967 vandalism at the HVO.
(Attachment A34)
April 2009 BHAS meeting minutes: The Space Days event will be held at SDSM&T on October
1st and 2nd and members are needed to work the event.
March 2010 BHAS meeting minutes: Observatory Director Steve Parker reported that the society
was now the proud owner of a 16” Dobsonian telescope donated by Bruce Conlee. The 7’ length
scope tube and weight lead to a discussion about building a more portable mount.
In 2009 BHAS became an International Dark Sky Association sponsor.
October 18, 2009, Rapid City Journal, page 8: “Monday, Oct. 19—Searching for Killer Asteroids
at Badlands Observatory” would be the meeting program.
March 2011 BHAS meeting minutes: Ron Dyvig will host a Messier Marathon on the weekend
of April 1. In the last marathon 52 objects were captured in spite of the heavy cloud cover. This
popular activity had been going on for several years. (Attachment A33)
March 16, 2011, Rapid City Journal, page 53: “Learn How to Build Your Own Telescope.”
Meeting program.
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October 2011 BHAS meeting minutes: the current Commander of the International Space Station
is Mike Fossum, a native-born South Dakotan. Another South Dakota astronaut is Charles
“Sam” Gemar.
February 6, 2012: A letter from the Director of Youth Programs at SDSM&T thanked BHAS for
the $100 scholarship to the South Dakota Space Camp.
May 31, 2012, Rapid City Journal,
page 18: “Viewing of Transit of
Venus.” “Telescopes with
professional solar filters will be set
up by BHAS outside the Journey
Museum to view the transit.” There
was also a projection of the sun
from the Badlands Observatory in
the Journey Museum theatre.

BHAS member Jennifer Walker at the 2012 Venus
Transit
Journey Museum

December 2012 BHAS meeting
minutes: George Gladfelter
reported that he had the new BHAS
website up and running at
GGladfelter.net/BHAS.

2012. Richard Walker
captures Venus
Transit
August 2012 BHAS meeting minutes: BHAS
participated in the first Astronomy Festival held
at Badlands National Park, SD. BHAS member
Richard D. Walker held a workshop on Saturday.

Badlands National Park Astronomy Festival, SD
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May 2012 BHAS meeting minutes: Minutes indicated that Ron Dyvig’s interview with PBS had
aired on April 23rd. He discussed the Badland’s Observatory and how he was providing
graduate students with an opportunity to use the telescope remotely for their observing projects.
He also gave an overview of his work with NASA’s Near Earth Object Program.
October 2012 BHAS meeting minutes: Mr. J.C. High Eagle, the first Native American to work at
NASA and Medal of Freedom Award honoree, was a veteran flight controller for 41 years as a
physicist. He spoke at the Journey Museum. He was sponsored by the BHAS and played an
important role in the safe return of Apollo 13.
June 28, 2013: An Aurora Borealis was observed at the Hidden Valley Observatory during a
regular scheduled public star party. At around 11:30pm there appeared to be a search light
moving across the northern sky similar
to a Hollywood premiere. A small
group of members turned and realized
it was an Aurora Borealis.
Fortunately, Richard had brought a
DSLR that night with the intent of
doing a time-lapse on an unrelated
subject while imaging M51. The
camera was quickly moved to a new
position facing north and the event was
captured in a time-lapse. Some of the
members present were Steve Parker,
Frank Belinskey, Kent & Barb Cooper,
Chris Konvalin and George Gladfelter
along with a few guests.
August 31, 2013: For some time, the
organization had been looking for a
suitable dark site that was not too far
from Rapid City but with darker skies
than at the HVO. Richard Walker
came across a potential candidate while
driving around one Saturday afternoon
in early August of 2013. A week later
he brought Steve Parker, Observatory
Director, to assesses its suitability for
the club. The site was south of town
and just east of Hwy 79 but north of
Hermosa. It would later be called the
242 Dark Site. And would become a
favorite place to meet and setup.
Frank Belinskey (right) and Kent
Cooper discuss the night's targets at
the 242 Dark Site.
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Steve Parker (right) & Richard Walker
setting up at 242-DS.

Steve Parker (left) and
Chris Konvalin setting up.

Richard Walker (left) and Kent Cooper

Frank Belinskey, BHAS President, at 242-DS

January 26, 2014: "As most of you know, Frank Belinskey has resigned (1/19/2014) as president
of BHAS. On behalf of the organization, I would like to offer Frank our heartfelt thanks for
many years of service to the BHAS. Keeping the Society afloat really comes down to the hard
work of a couple of key people, and Frank did an outstanding job of organizing meetings and star
parties, communicating with the press and the public, and many other things. THANK YOU,
FRANK!” --Don Teets, Acting BHAS President
January 20, 2014: As members continue to fade away, at the regular scheduled meeting the
subject of increasing BHAS exposure by placing ads in the Rapid City Journal was
discussed. Although this seemed like a good idea it was determined to be too costly. Other less
expensive alternatives with the power to reach a larger, and younger, audience were explored.
This resulted in the proposal of a BHAS Facebook presence. Richard Walker volunteered to set
it up and maintain the Facebook presence with links to our website, run by George Gladfelter, for
those seeking further information. https://www.facebook.com/sdbhas
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March 2014 BHAS meeting minutes: Richard
Walker, YouTube producer of Dakota Starry
Nights, presented a program of “By the Stars, the
Moon and Sun.” 28 were in attendance.
June 20, 2014, Rapid City Journal, page 1: “What
Was That Streak Across the Night Sky?” The
paper reported that BHAS President George
Gladfelter was excited when he “saw a reddish
trail sprawl across the night sky”. George
reported that “because the trail was red and blue
in color, the object was probably not a meteor but rather “space junk” burning up.” “I was
thinking if I had my windows down, I may have been able to hear it.”
July 2, 2014: A new dark site was visited by Richard Walker and Chris Konvalin for the first
time. Richard found the location on the Light Pollution Atlas by David Lorenz, in the hopes of
securing a class 1 dark site for BHAS. It turned out to be an amazing night with Chris & Richard
imaging till sunrise. Occasional meteorites were visible throughout the night; and the light from
the Milky Way was so strong it cast an ever so slight glow on the ground. The Slim Buttes dark
site would become the gold standard for the club.

Chris Konvalin imaging at Slim Buttes

"Tinker" and a double astrophotography
setup at Slim Buttes
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Chris Konvalin, standing and Richard Walker targeting the Eagle Nebula.

Harold VanderMolen & Jim Grimes imaging at the Slim Buttes class 1 dark site.
September 12, 2015, Rapid City Journal, page 1: “After 50 Years, Local Observatory Still
Shooting for the Stars.” The article and photo about the HVO’s 50th anniversary. In reflecting
about stargazing, George Gladfelter said, “It’s an aspect of nature that is visually quite
spectacular, and you wonder, how does Mother Nature make all this starlight. Then there’s just
the contemplation of the immensity of creation.”
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September 26, 2014 Aurora Borealis: A member’s star party was held at Sheep Mt. in Badlands
National Park, and shortly after everyone had left, (left to right) Steve Parker, Richard Walker,
Chris Konvalin & Frank Belinskey witnessed an Aurora Borealis that turned them into Cactus. :)

April, 2015: BHAS gets its first banner, designed by Richard Walker, and flag for the HVO for
displayed during star parties.
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The Hidden Valley Observatory Gets Ready for Its 50th Anniversary!

Before

After
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May 2, 2015: HVO Restoration Begins.

.

Treasurer Chris Konvalin painting dome roof while Kent Cooper and
Observatory Director Erin Green clean out the observatory.

Frank Belinskey
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Richard Walker

Erin Green
Observatory Director

Left to right: Frank
Belinskey, Kent
Cooper, Erin Green,
Richard Walker &
Jim Grimes
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Work crew, from left to right: George Gladfelter, Jim Grimes, Frank Belinskey, Erin
Green, Bryce Green, Tom Durkin, Dave Christman, Barb Cooper, Kent Cooper, Richard
Walker, Harold VanderMolen, Ken Thompson, Chris Konvalin and Gary Crown.
May 31, 2015: Wade Johnson, assisted by Chris and Jim Grimes, remove the mirror from the
observatory's 12" Newtonian telescope for cleaning.

Wade Johnson

Wade and Chris Konvalin
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Hidden Valley Observatory’s 50th Anniversary Party.
September 5, 2015

Left to right:
Pete Hendricksen, Tom Durkin, Ron Dyvig, Frank Belinskey and Wade Johnson
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Center to right: Richard Walker, Ron Dyvig, Kent Cooper and Tom Durkin

BHAS members look over the solar scope:
Right clockwise: George Gladfelter (back in white shirt) Chris Konvalin (green cap)
Wade Johnson (blue shirt) Frank Belinskey (black shirt) and Jim Grimes white cap.
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September 2015:
BHAS meeting
minutes: Frank
Belinskey reported that
BHAS was at Neutrino
Days at the Sanford
Underground
Laboratory in Lead in
July. Frank Belinskey
and Chris Konvalin
were at telescopes
constantly for at least 6
hours. They needed
more help.

October 9, 2015: BHAS hosted a star party for students on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation at
Red Shirt Table. Members Kent and Barb Cooper, Ken Thompson, Scott Helmann, Richard
Walker, Chris Konvalin, Jim Grimes, Frank Belinskey and Don Teets were in attendance.
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Hidden Valley Observatory (HVO-3)
January 15, 2016: A letter from Tom Durkin to BHAS reports that the BHAS proposal submitted
to the South Dakota Space Grant Consortium was approved, awarding the organization monies to
purchase a Meade LX200 12” telescope, diagonal, filter wheel, filters and a ZWO ASI174
cooled monochrome astrophotography camera.
January 18, 2016: At the monthly meeting, Richard Walker was elected President, George
Gladfelter-Vice President, David Christman-Secretary, Chris Konvalin Treasurer, Erin GreenObservatory Director. The first light test on the new telescope was conducted on January 1st on
the campus of the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology and was successful. A video
of the first light event is available on the BHAS Facebook page.

First light test on the new telescope. Left to right: Ken
Thompson, Jim Grimes, Tom Durkin, Harold VanderMolen,
Frank Belinskey and Wade Johnson

Left to right: Ken, Tom, Jim, Don, Harold and Wade.
(Frank is behind the scope)
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February 15, 2016: At the monthly meeting, Ron Dyvig expressed interest in the old 12”
Newtonian telescope, and a motion passed giving it to him. April 9th was set to remove the old
telescope from the HVO.
On March 19th a
“Dark Earth Hour”
was to be observed in
downtown Rapid
City, with the BHAS
participating in this
first-time event
thanks to Diane
Knutson who led the
effort that made this
event possible.
Members present:
Tom, Kent & Barb
Cooper Harold,
Chris, Ken, Richard,
Frank, Jim, El, Erin
& Bryce
Budding little star gazer

Harold VanderMolen

Bryce Green
Richard Walker
BHAS President
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March 21, 2016: At the monthly meeting, it was reported that Ron Dyvig wanted the old
telescope only if it came with all the old mount and hardware. Various options were discussed,
and it was decided that any equipment not taken by Ron at the time of disassembly would be
sold.

Last photo of the old 12" Newtonian telescope before being disassembled

Left to right: Erin Green, Richard Walker, (behind Erin) Tom Durkin (next to Erin) Kent
Cooper (behind Tom) Harold VanderMolen (in window) Bryce Green (next to Kent) Frank
Belinskey (sitting) Jim Grimes (eyes only) Ken Thompson (behind Frank) Dave Christman
(standing next to Ken) Chris Konvolin, George Gladfelter, Gary Crown (red shirt) and Barb
Cooper, photographer
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Pow wow outside the HVO before removal of old 12" Newtonian telescope.
Left to right seated: Gary, Frank, Kent, Bryce, Tom, Dave, Jim, Harold, Ken, Chris.
Left to right standing: George, Erin, Richard

Old 12" Newtonian telescope
just before removal.
Left to right: Dave, Harold,
Tom

Right ascension arm before removal.
Left to right: Harold, Dave, Ken and Kent
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OTA moved to corner for static display.
Left to right Richard, Jim

The heavy Right ascension arm lowered
to HVO ground floor. Left to right: Dave,
Harold

During the scope removal, Ken (left) and
Chris load disregarded weather dome
onto Ken's truck for the recycler.

Chris reinstalls the pier’s declination bolt
as Gary watches with Kent overseeing
from behind.

April 18, 2016: It was reported that Gary Crown would be involved in manufacturing the mount
for attaching the new telescope to the existing pier. Gary’s father was instrumental in the
building of the first observatory and he wanted to be part of the update.
April 24, 2016 BHAS on PBS: Greetings members and friends of BHAS; I've been working with
Bob Bosse, Television Director for SDPBS, as a film producer so as to get BHAS statewide
exposure and to highlight the importance of South Dakota dark skies. As a result, Bob has
agreed to broadcast Dakota Starry Nights - A Cinematic Journey of the Nights Sky, on the
SDPB network. Currently it is scheduled to air this coming Friday April 29th at 9:00pm MST.
(Check your local listing.) This will be an edited version to allow for the scheduled time slot. -Richard D. Walker
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May 17, 2016: Scott Helmann proposes the Agate Fossil Beds National Monument as a possible
location to observe the upcoming total solar eclipse on August 2017. After considering other
locations, the Agate Fossil Beds National Monument is eventually chosen by the membership.
May 23, 2016: Observatory Director Erin Green posts the public star party topics and dates for
2016: June 10th Moon and Planets, June 24th Constellations and Planets, July 8th Double Stars
and Planets, July 29th Galaxies and Planets, August 26th Planetary Nebulae and Planets,
September 9th Globular Clusters and Plan.

May 21, 2016: Due to health issues, Gary Crown is
unable to proceed further with the pier adapter.
Richard Walker continued on, crafting a plywood
working "fit test model" of the wedge pier adapter.
BHAS member Scott Helmann arranged and
oversaw the construction of the equatorial wedge
adapter for the LX200 telescope. The pier adapter
was constructed by master welder Mario Volmer
from 1/2" thick steel plate in good time and order,
delivered on May 31, 2016.

5/24/2016: After an informal meeting, where it was decided to create a new and interactive
website for BHAS. Christopher Konvalin starts the first phase of construction: I added several
pages and links last night, so it feels like a semi-legit website now. Copied much of the text from
George's site, added some pictures and links. I figured out how to use tags so that the
posts/pages show up in a sidebar (try various menus and categories), and how to highlight
various pages as we move through the summer (e.g., 'Tonight's Theme'). I used whatever
pictures I had available, but we could definitely use some more, as well as ones that are more
specific to theme/post. Maybe Richard, you would have some, as well as Barb? Might be nice to
have some additional pictures of us doing things as a group. Also, any additional benefits of
being a member? -Chris
June 16, 2016: Jim Grimes outlines a tutorial for the new scope: BHAS Officers: Please find
attached a proposed outline of subjects for the membership scope tutorial. Richard and I worked
on the scope again on Tuesday evening (till 2am!) and it works somewhat better but still not
what I would like. We should meet on Friday about 8 pm as proposed to go over everything. We
can then schedule a workshop for the membership. -Jim
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Richard Walker, left, and Jim
Grimes installed the finish pier
adapter which fit perfectly. (The
Polar alignment procedure that
followed on 9/27/2016 was
performed by Chris Konvalin,
Richard & Jim.)

Jun 10, 2016 WiFi connection
from telescope to broadcast
image to the amphitheater is
achieved for the first time.
July 9, 2016: A program was
found in the Secretary’s Reports
for The Blessing and Dedication
of Hidden Valley Observatory at
St. Martin Monastery attended
by Tom Durkin and others.
July 26, 2016, Rapid City
Journal, page 14: “Keep Your
Eye on the Sky at Star Party.”
The star party on the following
day would be focused on
“several beautiful galaxies.”
September 19, 2016: At the
monthly meeting, it was reported
that the new 12” Meade
telescope had been sent back to
the manufacturer due to grinding
noises when slewing.

HVO 3, with the Meade LX200 12” telescope
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October 9, 2016, Rapid City Journal, page 35, reported the passing of Steve Parker.
“Being an Observatory Directory
can be a tedious job. There are
many long nights, some cloudy
and a few clear. But Steve was
always there to open it up. First
to arrive and last to leave. If you
had set up your gear outside, he
always stood around and kept you
company until you were packed
up, even though everyone else had
left. And he never missed a
Nebraska Star Party; being one of
the longest attendee's, if I recall
correctly, and he had a T-shirt to
prove it. And when the Badlands
National Park started to have an
astronomy festival of their own,
he was there. Even though it
sometimes meant driving from the
Nebraska Star Party to the
Badlands Festival when they were
held during the same week.
Steve Parker at the 2012 Venus Transit
"Astronomy was in his blood. It
was in his eyes and in his heart.
And it breaks my heart to know he's gone. He'll be missed by everyone who knew him. But they
say astronomy is looking up. So, I'll keep looking up. And maybe one day I'll finally see his
initials in the Double Cluster, in the constellation Perseus. Clear Skies to you Steve." From all of
us at BHAS.” -Richard Walker
October 17, 2016: At the monthly meeting it was reported that the Meade telescope was returned
but apparently still has some problems. Chris Konvalin gave a tour of the new member website,
SDBHAS.com.
January 2017: Erin Green is elected as BHAS's first woman president as Richard Walker steps
down to be elected Observatory Director.
February 20, 2017: At this month’s meeting a presentation on the Messier objects was given.
Also covered: information about the new 12” Meade telescope, planning for the upcoming star
parties, the development of a new poster about BHAS, planning for the upcoming trip to the
Fossil/Agate Beds south of Crawford, Nebraska to view the solar eclipse, a proposed change in
member dues, who should have keys to the HVO, providing a prize for the upcoming SDSM&T
science fair for astronomy projects, and the need for volunteers and equipment for a teacher
training.
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March 2017: The Meade LX200 continues to be problematic, being incapable of acquiring
targets accurately. Below, Don Teets is working to figure out the problem with Chris, Erin, Jim
and Richard present. But the “Dark Side of the Force” prevailed for yet another night.

It took three summers, and the Power of the Force, when Chris Konvalin, working with Richard
Walker & Jim Grimes, bypassed the dreaded hand controller and used Astrophotography Tool
instead. APT is an image acquisition program with plate solving capabilities. The plate solving
worked and the LX200 began accurately acquiring targets! The long battle was finally over.
April 17, 2017: At this month’s meeting, Jim Grimes was given the “nod” to become the
Assistant Observatory Director. BHAS members and telescopes would be represented at an
upcoming Main Street Square event on April 21st.
April 18, 2017, Rapid City Journal, page 14: “Turn Out the Lights and Help the Earth.” BHAS
participated in the 2nd annual Earth Day Expo in Rapid City. The event featured a Dark Sky
Hour on Main Street Square, where telescopes were provided by BHAS and the Space Grant
Consortium.
May 10, 2017: An email from Tom Durkin outlining a proposed Astronomy class at the Journey
Museum appeared in the Secretary’s notes.
May 16, 2017: At this month’s meeting Frank suggested that “we nail down plans for travel to a
good spot to view the upcoming 2017 total solar eclipse.”
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August 21, 2017: Many BHAS members traveled to Agate Fossil Beds National Monument in
Nebraska to view to total eclipse of the Sun.
BHAS members getting ready for the
total eclipse of the Sun in Nebraska.

2017 Total Solar Eclipse
September 18, 2017: At this month’s meeting an excellent presentation was given by Frank
Belinskey on the August 21st total solar eclipse that many BHAS members traveled to see.
Richard Walker reported that the Go-To mount was working much better. An HVO
barbeque/workday was planned for later in the month.
September 19, 2017, Rapid City Journal, page B8: “Traverse the Universe.” The advertisement
from the Journey Museum showed that a two-hour Astronomy 101 class was offered by BHAS
on Tuesdays for 5 weeks. Members $70, Non-Members $90.
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October 16, 2017: At this month’s meeting it was reported that the $5,758 SD Space Consortium
grant that Chris wrote for a new CCD camera and other equipment for the HVO had been
approved.
January 15, 2018: At this month’s meeting it was decided that providing internet access would be
prohibitive at the HVO, and a committee would look into alternatives.
March 19, 2018:
Richard Walker reports
that Orion was the first
target of an image
provided by the new
camera and filter wheel,
and it is posted on the
website and Facebook.
Two-star parties were
removed from the
schedule “as to too many
may burn out members
that volunteer.” BHAS
had been invited back to
a Dark Sky event at Main
Street Square.
April 2018 message from Richard Walker, Observatory Director: As the start of a new star party
workshop season begins, I believe it's worth looking at how far we've come as a public nonprofit
organization whose mission is to educate and enrich the lives of others with the joys of
looking up.
The advancements
made to the Hidden
Valley Observatory
over the last couple of
years is nothing short
of amazing. But unlike
the Phoenix which
obtains new life by
arising from the ashes,
BHAS has risen from
the hard work and
dedication of its
members both pass
and present.
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Handmade star quilt crafted by BHAS member Ingrid Grimes and donated to BHAS along
with thermal quilted curtains with BHAS images printed on fabric.
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Members like Erin Green (our former
observatory director who oversaw the
massive cleanup and badly needed
repairs at the observatory), George
Gladfelter (BHAS President who's
steadfast in his ongoing support and very
generous donations), Tom Durkin (who
provided important answers to questions
as we sought SDSGC funding for vital
equipment upgrades), Chris Konvalin
(BHAS Treasurer and IT guy who helped
solve so many technical problems at the
HVO that I've lost count) Dave
Chrisman, (BHAS Secretary who was
52" LCD acquired and donated by Harold
instrumental in a number of received
VanderMolen, in addition to components for the
large donations and does the work of a
HVO computer along with Chris Konvalin.
magician keeping track of our meetings),
Jim Grimes (BHAS Deputy Observatory Director who has led the effort to bring the observatory
online for live video streaming to our members, community and the world.) Harold
VanderMolen (who helped in the selection and installation of our recent camera upgrade. A
dedicated astrophotographer who was recently seen shoveling the snow off the observatory and
breaking the dome free of ice to image the Fish Head Nebula.), Scott Helmann (who arranged
and oversaw the construction of the equatorial wedge for the LX200 telescope. No wedge, no
imaging.), El Madden, (BHAS Vice President who has been working hard at promoting BHAS
and cleaning up our Web presence while learning how to run the imaging platform at the HVO)
Don Teets, (who knows how to give a great presentation, operate a BB-Q grill and run a
telescope at our star parties and events), and so many others. Some of them gone, some that are
still with us. We literally stand on their shoulders and look through the observatory they built.
Seeing the stars in the night sky is great. But seeing people coming together to make things better
for the enjoyment of everyone, now and in the future, is even better.
Together, let's make this
season one of the best.
--Richard D. Walker
BHAS Observatory Director

Electric fireplace heater
donated by Jim Peoples
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12" Mirror from original
Newtonian telescope.
Case crafted by Kent Cooper

A partial listing of some of the recent work done at the HVO:
1. Used foam noodles to prevent snow from entering underneath the dome (worked
awesome in the April blizzard)
2. Arranged for the computer to watch videos/DVDs on Large LCD while imaging
3. Filter wheel repaired (found a rubber seal fell off track)
4. Built a Dark, Bias library (50 - Darks, 50 - Bias)
5. Discovered flats were off which led to adjustments and repairs to the imaging train.
6. Added tool to plate solve which helps find targets quicker and easier
7. Discovered the telescope's reduced focal length is ~2000mm, making the reducer most
likely .67 reduction
8. Added Stellarium Library to APT program
9. Repositioned and adjusted Telrad Telescope Reflex Finder
10. Added live feed to allow viewers to watch image capture at the HVO
-Harold VanderMolen

June 22, 2018, Rapid City Journal, page A3: “Astronomy Festival Scheduled at Badlands.”
BHAS participated in the 3-day festival at the National Park, July 6-8, along with the Space
Grant Consortium, Celestron and Dark Ranger Telescope Tours for day and night observations.
Summer 2018: BHAS saw a threefold increase in private star party workshop requests. While
we tried to do our best to fulfill each request not all were accommodated.
September 2018: Theodore Roosevelt National Park will hold its annual Dakota Nights
Astronomy Festival this month where Black Hills Astronomy Society members will be present to
lend a hand. At the Hidden Valley Observatory, in Rapid City, other members will be hosting a
private star party workshop for an outside group. While at Deerfield Lake, BHAS members will
be hosting an off-site star party workshop for the Girl Scouts DAKOTA HORIZONS.
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September 7, 2018: Another dark site was added to the
list for use by BHAS members, designated the Three
Amigos Dark Site. Members, left to right, Harold
VanderMolen, Richard Walker & Chris Konvalin
stood under the Milky Way of the class 2 dark site
during an amazing night of visual observation and
picturing taking.
September 29, 2018: Jim Grimes (left) and Richard
Walker worked on resurfacing the observatory roof
due to leaks.

Three amigos at Three Amigos
January 21, 2019: At this month’s meeting, Dr. Craig Howe presented an insight into the history
and recording of astronomical events by multiple generations of some Native American peoples.
March 18, 2019: Richard Walker, Observatory Director, noted that there has been an increase in
star party requests, and he would need help from the members to cover them all.
April 2019: The road to the observatory was in need of gravel for some time, going back to
when Steve Parker was observatory director. But the organization had always lacked the funds
to get the job done. With the initialization of a support fee for private star parties the club's
treasury finally could afford it.

Before Jim Grimes, Richard Walker
and Kevin C….

After Jim, Richard and Kevin
(behind the camera)!
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May 5th, 2019 First Workshop of the Season: BHAS kicked off the first workshop of the season
with a private star party at the Minuteman Missile National Historic Site on I-90 past Wall.
Working in partnership with the National Park and US Forest Service, we provided five BHAS
instructors and a variety of telescopes and instrumentation for a large Boy Scout Camporee.
Joe Brehum, Chief of Interpretation at the
Minuteman Missile Site, gave us a warm
welcome and support throughout the night.
The team of BHAS instructors consisted
of Chris Konvalin, Ellen M., Jim Grimes,
Kevin Abein and Richard Walker.
Skies were clear with BHAS telescopes
and instrumentation trained on a number
of deep sky objects such as the Needle, Sombrero and Whirlpool Galaxies; along with the Great
Hercules Globular Star Cluster, spanning 145 light years and more than 25,000 light years away.
The scouts really enjoyed it and conducted themselves in an orderly manner. It was a pleasure
working with them.
We would like to thank Joe and the Park Service for their hospitality and all the Boy Scouts and
Boy Scout leaders for their cooperation.

Richard Walker and Joe Brehum

Jim Grimes

Chris Konvalin (right) and Ellen M.

Kevin Abein
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May 20, 2019: At this month’s meeting, it was reported that cables and clamps will be purchased
to secure the recently purchased porta potty to a tree. The porta-potty purchase was made
possible in part by the generous donations of Jim Grimes & Ken Thompson. --- After input from
the membership and several iterations, the BHAS logo was redesigned by Richard Walker and
approved by the membership. (Ken Thompson posed for the silhouette over the Moon.)

The road work crew, left to right: Kevin
C., Richard Walker & Jim Grimes

Chris Konvalin & Richard Walker, after
installation of the new Porta-Potty
June 7, 2019, HVO Public Star Party: “Shortly after starting the star party video presentation in
the outdoor classroom, it began to rain. Members of the public helped to quickly move the
media cart inside the observatory. We invited all to
stay and watch the video on galaxies on the large
screen tv through the storm. Surprisingly, nearly
everyone packed into the small space. The floor was
filled with adults sitting cross legged and children sat
along the edge of the telescope platform. It was an
incredible evening with the sound of rain pounding
on the steel dome as we sat cozy and warm inside
under the glow of red lights.” Ellen M.
June 19, 2019, Rapid City Journal, page A3: “Badlands to Host Astronomy Festival.” BHAS
participated again in the Badlands National Park festival, July 5-7.
June 22, 2019: The observatory roof continues to leak despite repeated attempts to repair it.
After Ellen M. reports another leak while cleaning the observatory; a large tarp is secured to the
roof to temporary fix the problem. Soon after an emergency meeting is held at the observatory.
It is determined that the primary reason for the failed repairs was due to the roof being flat.
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Richard Walker designs a plan that will attach a new metal roof, over the old one, with a pitch
that will allow the water to run off.
The project is completed in two days with the help of Kevin, who provided material
transportation, Jim, Richard & Chris. Afterwards, the roof leaked no more.

Top: Tarp over HVO
roof, Chris Konvalin
and Jim Grimes.
Middle: Richard
Walker and Chris.
Bottom: New metal
roof at HVO!
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July 19, 2019: BHAS Celebrates the 50th Anniversary of Apollo 11. BHAS held an Apollo 11
Launch Pizza Party at its Hidden
Valley Observatory. The
members only event blasted off
on time at 7:30 PM. Pizza and
refreshments were provide
followed by a live video account
of the liftoff and landing of
Apollo 11 on July 16th & 20th,
1969.

Astronaut Buzz Aldrin on the Moon
While there are many videos of
various parts of the mission to
be had, Richard organized this
account completely from
original coverage with a central
voice describing the events as
they unfolded live.
Walter Cronkite, an American
broadcast journalist, best known
as anchorman for the CBS
Evening News was the voice
chosen. Walter set the gold
standard for News Anchormen.
And was a trusted figure that
many invited into their living rooms during the turbulent and
exciting times of the 1960s.
This extraordinary undertaking inspired many here and abroad.
It organized and measured the best of our energies and skills,
ensuring America would be first to set foot on the Moon.

The special presentation video of
the Apollo 11 launch was
assembled from a number of
sources including newly restored
NASA footage of the Apollo 11
Mission; and home video taken
by folks who drove to Cocoa
Beach Florida in the summer of
1969 to watch history in the
making.
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September 16, 2019: The first regular meeting for season 2019-2020 was held at the HVO which
included a workshop on different telescope types. Vice President Ellen M. proposed this outdoor
event as an alternative to our regular indoor venue, the Journey Museum. It was a huge success
and well attended. Later, it was agreed by all to have more outdoor meetings at the HVO
whenever the weather and subject matter permitted.

Chris Konvalin guides the HVO-1 telescope
through its paces at the meeting, displaying
the Whirlpool Nebula on the big screen
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October 21, 2019: A public viewing of the upcoming Mercury transit on November 11 at the
Journey Museum was discussed at the BHAS monthly meeting.

Mercury Transit November 11,
2019, 8:01am captured at BHAS
242 Dark Site

Richard Walker used a heated
hunter's blind as a shelter in the 6°
Fahrenheit morning temperatures…

…while other BHAS members braved the
below freezing temperatures setup at the
Journey Museum in Rapid City for a
successful public viewing of the event,
with Don Teets, Jim Grimes, Hank
Fridell, Ellen M., George Gladfelter and
Kevin Abein present.

October 22, 2019, Rapid City Journal, pages A1 and A4: “Lighting OK’d despite Dark Sky
Dispute.” Richard Walker of BHAS and Diane Knutson, business owner and board member of
the Dark Sky Association asked the Rapid City Council to reconsider the proposed replacement
of 400 downtown light fixtures as it is inefficient and increase light pollution. The new
inefficient lighting was approved.
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October 2019: Report of Last Members Only Star Party at the Railroad Buttes Dark site
The last members star party for 2019 turned into an adventure of discovery. All night Kevin C.,
Don, Marianne, Hank, Mike and I were trading places at the three telescopes set up at Railroad
Buttes.
Kevin was set up to image a variety of DSO targets. Don was visiting the planets Jupiter and
Saturn along with Messier 81, a spiral galaxy about 12 million light-years away, and the
starburst galaxy M82, commonly known as the Cigar.
The constellation Cygnus, also known as the Swan, was near zenith at that hour where a wealth
of deep sky objects were waiting to be plucked from the Milky Way. I pointed the UL16 dob
straight up to open a window to the North America Nebula. But in my search, I stumbled upon
something none of us had seen before. At the center of the Northern Cross in the constellation
Cygnus is the Gamma Cygni nebula consisting of various patches of nebulosity. Near Sadr, the
bright magnitude 2.2-star Y Cyg lies IC1318 the Butterfly Nebula. This nebula features a
complex of stars, dark dust clouds and glowing nebula. It spans over 3 degrees, six full Moons
and includes the open star cluster NGC 6910. Things quickly turned into an "oh wow" type of
situation. Even at 33x this amazing light show wouldn't all fit.
IC1318
But the big surprise
came later when Don
mentioned that
earlier in the day he
came across, online
or someplace, what
appeared to be an
interesting DSO and
asked if I'd give the
16 a go at it. Its
designation is NGC
7293. So, I looked it
up in SkySafari and
dialed in the
coordinates to the
setting circles and
found what appeared
to be a very faint
circular glow. Nothing to get really excited about. Don had pointed his scope at it but wasn't
getting anything recognizable. So, we went over to Kevin who pointed his imaging platform at it
and pulled down a couple of quick subs. Though the exposures were short they still revealed
more than what we were seeing. In particular were a group of five stars that could be easily
recognized to determine if indeed we were on target.
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Back to the scopes we went armed with this new information provided by Kevin. I headed to my
car to switch over to a 12nm Ha filter. And Don to his scope. The group of stars we saw in
Kevin's image where in the field of view in Don's scope, verifying he was on target. And with
adverted vision you could detect a very faint circular object, now that we knew what to look for.
I loaded a 55 Plossl, 12nm Ha filter and a PVS14 night vision monocular into the UL16. It took
a minute or two to relocate 7293. Then there it was, clear as day and bright, NGC 7293 the
Helix Nebula and another "oh wow" type situation in the making.
The Helix, also known
as "Eye of God", is in
the constellation
Aquarius and is
perhaps the nearest
planetary nebula, about
650 ly, to our solar
system as well as one
the largest. It covers an
area 16' in diameter,
more than half of that of
the full moon. At 33x
it appeared the size of a
peach pit and similar in
shape to M57, the Ring
Nebula, but much much
bigger. A jewel in the
night sky and another
first for all of us.
However, the biggest discovery lay just ahead.
Don had turned our attention to the Pleiades, also known as the Seven Sisters and Messier 45,
an open star cluster containing middle-aged, hot B-type stars located in the constellation
Taurus. I remarked that The Crab Nebula (catalogue designations M1, NGC 1952 a supernova
remnant) was in the constellation Taurus, at the tip of the Bull's lower horn. Don disagreed,
believing the horns of Taurus were shorter and what I was referring to as one of the bull's horn
was actually a part of the constellation Auriga. I've been wrong before, so I went to SkySafari
and after some fussing around was able to project the mythological deity associated with Taurus
across the star field on my phone. As it turned out, the star I was associating with the upper
horn of Taurus was indeed part of Auriga as Don had said. But the other star was in fact the
long horn of Taurus. Whereas the lower horn hadn't risen yet. So, we were both right and
wrong at the same time. And in the process discovered that a principle of quantum mechanics
suggesting that particles can exist in two separate locations at once was indeed correct.
--Richard D. Walker
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January 20, 2020: A discussion about the scheduled meeting dates/times and place of the Full
Moon Meeting was held Saturdays, 6:00, at Culvers. Zach Dugue, a Stevens High School
student, brought a proposal to the meeting about BHAS partnering with the Stevens Science
Club to launch a TubeSat satellite project into a low orbit. Ellen M. was elected President, with
George Gladfelter assuming the VP position.
February 17, 2020: This was the last in-person meeting held in 2020, due to the COVID-19
pandemic.
July 16, 2020: In 1997 the late Steve Parker, then BHAS Observatory Director, photographed
Comet Hale-Bopp when it visited us at the Hidden Valley Observatory. In the spirit of that
capture, it is with great pleasure I present this capture of Comet Neowise C/2020 F3
photographed at our Hidden Valley Observatory yesterday early evening. Richard Walker,
BHAS Observatory Director.
September 18, 2020: A Jitsi
video conference business
meeting was held that enabled
both those at the HVO and online to attend. 10 were in
attendance. Due to an increase
in traffic on the BHAS website
forums it was decided to go to a
single daily digest. A
presentation was given on doing
virtual star parties.
October 19, 2020: A Jitsi video
conference meeting was held
with “8 members crowded into
the screen.” A discussion of
submitting a South Dakota Space
Consortium Project
Improvement Grant was held. It
was decided that telescope upgrades would be pursued. Hank Fridell volunteered to take on the
writing of the grant proposal. Also, as George Gladfelter had recently offered to donate a solar
telescope to BHAS, a mount and eyepieces for that telescope would also be requested in the
grant. It was decided that members would be asked to make donations to cover the matching
funds for the grant.
November 16, 2020: A Jitsi video conference meeting was held with 9 members participating.
BHAS is participating in the Amazon Smile fundraising program. A discussion of the SDSGC
Project Improvement Grant indicated that the matching funds pledged by the membership have
allowed us to reach our matching grant goal.
December 21, 2020: Jupiter & Saturn Grand Conjunction at the Hidden Valley Observatory turns
into a small, and only, star party for 2020.
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The “seeing” was
predicted to be
unfavorable for
high power views
and skies were
cloudy. The whole
thing was starting
to look like it might
be a bust by
Monday late
afternoon. Don
Teets said he was
going to setup at the
HVO and invited
anyone who wished
to join him.
Just before dark,
Richard Walker
arrived then Don with a small group of friends. Soon after Tom, Dave and Chris arrived.
Everyone was observing CDC pandemic guidelines: maintaining social distance, wearing masks
and staying outside. Then the weather cleared!
It was really great to see everyone after a long period of COVID-19 separation. We had at least
one honest to goodness star party at the HVO before 2020 is put to rest. Amen. --Richard Walker
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December 24, 2020: BHAS President Ellen M. letter to the membership:
Greeting members!
As this difficult year comes to a close, we are looking to next year. Forecasts suggest that a level
of normalcy might be achieved by Fall 2021. For our club, that normal is meeting with the
public to help them learn the wonders to be found in our sky and our membership gathering
together for fellowship. This quiet time has our members sharing their individual explorations of
the night sky in our forum and developing new projects for the club. A publicly accessible area
was added to our website for members to share their astrophotography. Hank and Jim have
been the first to begin writing about their telescopes and sharing of captured images through
blog postings. A suggestion to get the word out about the club and to share member images has
led to a hopefully growing relationship with local meteorologists and showing of member images
during weather segments. So, while regular operations have been on hold, the club has
continued to thrive through its membership.
With our normal operations on hold, the club officers had a discussion regarding election of
officers for 2021. It was decided that given the extreme times we are all experiencing and the
complications this has brought to every aspect of our lives, to let the officers stand and to skip
elections this year. With all hope, we will be back to some sort of normal this next fall. When
our membership is back together and able to meet freely, we hope any members interested in
serving as officers will speak up and meet with the existing officers to learn more about related
responsibilities. If anyone has an objection, let me know.
Hopefully everyone has had a chance to see the conjunction coming and going. It has been an
enjoyable nightly pass time watching their slow passing and seeing the beautiful images
captured by our members. Take care and I hope you all have a wonderful holiday season!
Ellen M., President, BHA
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Memories of Members Past and Present
Frank Belinskey
I joined BHAS in 2002, attending my first meeting in May at SDSM&T as soon as I moved to
Rapid City from the St. Paul area. The members in attendance that night were Steve Parker, Bob
Polcyn, Pete Hendriksen, George Gladfelter and Joe Kucherhans. I was the only non-member
that night and the program was transmitted from Badlands Observatory by Ron over phone lines.
After some glitches we were able to view some objects on monitors in the small computer room
available at the time. From that point on I attended as many meetings and star parties as possible
with my still traveling back to MN as I still had a house back there. I guess that first meeting was
a high point due to the friendliness of the members. I’d been a member of the MN Astronomical
Society for a few years but dropped out due to distances involved in attending meetings and star
parties. I had always studied astronomy from the time I graduated from dental school in 1970,
taking some night school courses and reading whenever I could find an astronomy book. I began
subscribing to Astronomy magazine in about 1978 and have read it religiously ever since, along
with Sky & Telescope for the last 15 years or so. Part of joining was also to further my interests
and knowledge of astronomy, as I do in a bunch of other fields.
I was asked to become president of BHAS in late 2006 and took over those duties in early 2007.
We were able to about triple membership during those years and that’s where Erin came into the
club. For various reasons I resigned the presidency in 2014 but kept on as a member. After the
total solar eclipse in 2017 I re-evaluated the direction the club was taking and decided it was no
longer of interest to a schmuck like me. In essence, it became a photography club with little
emphasis anymore on observational astronomy which I’m convinced is the prime interest of a
vast majority of members and interested parties, especially when they learn of the large amount
of time and effort required to make excellent astrophotographs. And to be honest, I’ve seen
photos like that for fifty years in books, astronomy magazines and in numerous videos. It’s a gift
to take great photos like a few members do, but nothing out of the ordinary in the entire scheme
of things, and it takes away from the original purpose of BHAS when founded over sixty years
ago to my way of thinking.
A high point would of course be the total solar eclipse in Aug. of 2017 that many members
attended at Agate Fossil Beds Monument. Weather there was perfect for such an event. Another
was the total refurbishing of Hidden Valley Observatory, badly needed after years of neglect, and
that took at least ten days of work spread out over weeks. The acquisition of a new 12” SCT was
another high point, though it’s been largely taken over by the photographers and not even open
for observational viewing at star parties. The many events over the years that included the public
at HVO, and other dark site events for club members were memorable, allowing folks to interact
and just enjoy viewing the sky and enjoying each other’s company. Another enjoyable activity
was the Full Moon Meetings at Culver’s to sit around and discuss anything of interest that came
up. Sometimes we’d spend five hours there and close the place.
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Kevin C.
When I was about 10 years old, I went on a school field trip to a local planetarium. I was hooked
on the immensity of the stars overhead and entranced by the planets that whirred around the
room. When I discovered that the planetarium was within biking distance from my home, I asked
the gentleman running it if I could come back - he said yes and offered to show me how he ran
the presentations and answer any of my astronomy questions. A few years later, after lots of time
learning the sky through binoculars, my parents got me my first telescope - a little wobbly
Newtonian that I lovingly and seriously sat it up in our backyard every summer until I left for the
military at age 17.
Years later I went to a star party while at an assignment in Texas. My love for astronomy was
reawakened but carrying around a telescope in the military was too much at that time. When we
were assigned to Ellsworth in 1989, we bought a 4" Tasco Newt off the clearance shelf at the
Rapid City Sears. My wife and I spent many dusty nights driving all around the prairie to set up
our telescope trying desperately to locate objects without really understanding how to use the
thing. Every time we saw a planet or galaxy, we were full of glee. It was awesome but also at
times overwhelmingly frustrating - I ached to learn how to do it right but did not know anyone
else who did.
After returning from a deployment to DESERT STORM I started summer classes at SDSM&T
and during a Calculus class found out that there was an upcoming astronomy meeting in the
physics classroom. I went even though I was not a member and found out about the Star Parties
at HVO. Soon after I went to one of the star parties and met Steve Parker. Over the years I
attended several parties, but I never felt comfortable enough to join - I struggled with locating
basic targets and was needlessly intimidated by all the high-tech equipment and super smart
people. Then we had to leave for a new assignment to Guam in 1995. My love for astronomy
would have to wait.
After retiring from the USAF in 2002 we were blessed to permanently return to the Black Hills,
have a home built, and I could finally reconnect with BHAS. Unfortunately, my schedule and
duties at the base initially were not conducive to astronomy. One of my co-workers at the base
was a hard-core astrophotographer and after several sessions in the Badlands my interest in
astronomy was fully reignited. Eventually, after attending several BHAS Star Parties, I became a
full-fledged member in 2019. With the help of Richard, Chris, Scott and Harold I got my first
real telescope and began the process of slowly relearning basic astronomy. Thanks to the help of
YouTube, internet websites and friendly BHAS members I slowly began to learn how to use my
rig. Over the past year I fell hard and fast into the money pit that is astrophotography. I am still
learning - so many targets, so little time.
I regret not joining BHAS sooner - I have never met a group of more friendly, caring, sharing,
talented and helpful people as I have at BHAS. Here's praying and hoping for a safe, happy and
blessed 2021 (and beyond) for everyone in BHAS and their loved ones.
CS & GB!
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Kevin C. at HVO with the Cave Nebula
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Hank Fridell
I was given a tabletop telescope one Christmas a few years ago, the kind you would give to your
child the year after they got the Chemistry set. After a few months of ignoring it, I realized I
could put my iPhone up to the eyepiece and take photos. With the addition of an iPhone camera
holder, I started taking photos of the moon. About that time, I attended a couple of BHAS
meetings and star parties, including the November 2019 Mercury transit of the Sun. Holding my
phone up to the solar telescopes let me capture the transit of Mercury across the Sun, and I was
hooked.
During the pandemic of 2020 I purchased a “real” telescope and video astrophotography camera
and started taking photos of the Moon, planets and various deep sky objects. I set it up at home
so that in cold weather I could direct my telescope and take photos remotely from inside the
house.
My greatest astronomical inspiration was the August 21, 2017 view of the total eclipse from
Carhenge, outside of Alliance, Nebraska.
This is the iPhone photo taken on 9/11/19 at a BHAS event to view Mercury’s transit of the Sun.

Hank Fridell
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Andromeda Galaxy was photographed with my Celestron 8” Evolution telescope, using a
HyperStar focal reducer and Mallincam DS10C video camera. I used SharpCap software
to Live Stack the video images with 100 four second exposures.

Hank Fridell
George Gladfelter Interview notes:
George Gladfelter's first exposure to Astronomy was as a student at MIT. Of the only 6 electives
available to him as a freshman he chose Astronomy. For their field trip the class went to the
Harvard College Observatory which housed the 15-inch Great Refractor Telescope. George was
well prepared for the winter excursion by wearing multiple layers of clothing. A senior from his
dorm was not as well prepared and suffered in the cold December air. They were shown the
collection of photographic glass plates and were able to view the Horsehead Nebula through the
historic refractor.
After joining the Computer Science Department at the South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology, Rapid City Astronomical Society members Dr. Heckman and Dr. Redin encouraged
George to join the Society. Within a few years George was elected BHAS Secretary in 1976 and
held the post for most of the 33 years until 2009. In addition, between 2014 and 2020 George
served alternately as the President and Vice President of the Society.
George got his first telescope, an early 8-inch Celestron at a BHAS auction.
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George’s most vivid memory of the Society was when Halley’s Comet appeared in 1986. BHAS
held several star parties inviting the public to the Hidden Valley Observatory to observe the
comet and “a mob” showed up for the viewing.
Erin Green Interview notes:
Erin became a member of BHAS about 2011 or 2012. She was the Observatory Director in 20152016. In 2017 she became the President for a year. She was the first female Observatory Director
and first female President for BHAS. She became the Observatory Director after Steve Parker
left. The new telescope came in while she was there. Richard Walker took over as Observatory
Director after that.
The big thing while she was the Observatory Director was that “we overhauled the
observatory—cleaned and painted it for the 50th Anniversary. It was very run down and not
friendly to public. We wanted to expand on our star parties. It was a group effort—All hands-on
deck! There was excitement to revamp everything and establish new star party protocols. A Porta
Potty was installed. We put in an outdoor theatre. We had a big screen and projector. We would
show a video, do a talk and show the different sites we were going to see that night. We had a
good format for star parties. When the new scope came in Richard worked on setting it up.
Everybody was excited. There was new blood.”
“The big 50th anniversary party was very cool. We had a big banner, tent, Don Teets brought
his BBQ and grilled for everyone. It was lots of fun. George Gladfelter did an interview with
the Rapid City Journal for it.”
“When I first moved to Rapid City, I was at a waiting room reading a local magazine and saw an
article on the Black Hills Astronomical Society. I went on-line to get more information, got
interested and went to a meeting. It was good so I became a member. I was not an amateur
astronomer before that."
“One event that happened at the Hidden Valley Observatory was a memorial for the long time
Observatory Director, Steve Parker. Family and friends were all there. He put a lot of effort into
the Observatory for over 20 years and everyone felt that a little of him will always be there. It
was a very touching memorial.”
When she first came to South Dakota, Erin worked at Badlands National Park. Tom Durkin put
on a program about the night sky there and Erin was able to see Saturn for the first time. “The
skies in South Dakota are amazing.” Another early astronomy experience was seeing the Perseid
meteor shower. “Whoa, I’d never seen anything like that!” “I used to live on the east coast and
the night skies weren’t as vibrant due to all the light pollution.”
Erin and her family left the area in 2018 so her husband could pursue a career in medicine. They
hope to eventually move back to the Black Hills.
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Jim Grimes
My history with BHAS started about the time the HVO observatory was renovated. I attended a
couple of the presentations at the Journey museum and paid my dues before my first visit to
HVO. Led by Erin Green we were cleaning out and painting the building that day.
I only got a few chances to see the view through the old existing telescope but was privileged to
help set up the new Meade LX200. When it was first delivered, we gave it a trial run at Tom
Durkin’s office at South Dakota School of Mines and Technology.
Later after the wedge mount was finished, we set it up at HVO. It needed some factory
adjustment and was sent back. Later that spring it returned, and we spent an evening doing the
polar alignment of the wedge mounted alt/az mount.
As time went on many accessories were added such as a computer, guide scope and camera,
astrophotography camera, filter wheel and filters, Bahtinov mask.
I participated in the operation of the Meade but also spent a lot of evenings with the 16” DOB
built by Steve Parker.
Richard Walker was involved in redecorating the “warm” room about that time. A sofa, electric
heater and big screen TV arrived so my wife, Ingrid, thought a star quilt was needed. She also
provided window and door coverings decorated with members AP pictures.
Richard and I also installed a much-needed enhancement to the property…a Porta Potty. That
was followed by the erection of a new roof over the warm room and driveway resurfacing.
I have been inspired by other more talented members and look forward to many other projects. I
have thoroughly enjoyed trips to dark sites like the Badlands NP, camping at Twin Buttes and
entertaining students from Red Shirt school at Red Shirt Table on the Reservation. We also did a
Boy Scout presentation at the Minuteman Missile Site.
I am presently interested in live broadcasting of observing and photography sessions. I am also
working on remote control of our telescope.
Ever since walking the sands of Seven Mile beach in New Jersey as a teenager I have loved
looking at the night sky. A friend showed me the moon and planets from his 4” tabletop scope. I
remember seeing comets from the dark pine lands forests.
After moving to the dark skies of South Dakota I did some primitive astrophotography with a
camera, spotting scope and some zoom lenses. My interests originally were for visual observing,
but my eyesight and ignorance of the heavens soon led me to EAA and GOTOs. That is
Electronic Assisted Astronomy and computerized “GoTo” telescopes for finding objects. I have
never been talented or patient enough to do the astrophotography like my fellow BHAS amateurs
produce. I progressed from digital cameras and birdwatching scopes to larger and more
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sophisticated gear. I have also enjoyed the gadgetry of telescopes, computers and remotecontrolled mounts. EAA allows me to see and record the skies in near real time and natural color.
Traditional astrophotography requires 30 minute or more exposures and hours of processing
afterwards.
Teresa Hofer
Ron Dyvig bought my first membership in BHAS. We attended some meetings and participated
in activities as time would allow. Most notably we participated in three events in conjunction
with BHAS; The Transit of Mercury in November, 2006; the Messier Marathon in April, 2011;
and the transit of Venus in March, 2012.
For the Transit of Mercury, we connected to the Badlands Observatory telescope remotely from
the Journey Museum as a part of a BHAS event. It was cloudy and windy, but a few images were
acquired and displayed on the Journey Theatre big screen. Steve Parker also had a telescope set
up outside for visual observing.
Club members were assigned targets to image remotely using the Badlands Observatory
telescope for the Messier Marathon. Each image was exposed for 30 seconds. Members logged
on from their respective locations over the internet. Member photos are attached.
The Transit of Venus event was held at the Journey Museum. I was at the Journey and Ron was
operating the telescope from Badlands Observatory. It was cloudy at the Observatory, but we
were able to acquire a few images to broadcast from the Observatory. We sort of parted ways
with the Club for a few years after that event due to a disparaging comment made by a Club
member. The Club grew and got new blood during the time we were absent. Many things have
changed but a couple of years ago I bought memberships for Ron and me, as I know he missed
the camaraderie and sharing common interests with members of the Club.
Meanwhile I got into photography and astro-imaging really got me hooked into astronomy, both
from an imaging and visual observing perspective.
Ron and I have moved to Quinn, SD and live beside Badlands Observatory, which we are
committed to keeping viable. We are honored to retain our memberships with BHAS.
Comet Neowise at Bear Butte Lake – a 6800 year astronomical event. The image was taken at
Bear Butte Lake on 7/17/20. I used a 50mm lens in portrait mode for a stitched panorama. There
are six images for the sky; tracked and shot at f/2.8 ISO 1000 for 2 mins each. The foreground is
9 images, untracked, shot at f/4.5 ISO 2000 for 2 mins each. The sky images were stitched in
software and the foreground images were stitched separately; then the sky and foreground were
blended close to the horizon. There was a lot of overlap between the sky and horizon to make the
final blending authentic. I imaged the comet from several locations, but this is my favorite.
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Teresa Hofer
Horsehead Nebula. This image was taken at Badlands Observatory™ in Quinn, SD on
November 21, 2020 with an unmodified Nikon D800 camera and a Vixen 114mm f/5.3 APORefractor telescope carried piggyback on the Badlands Observatory 26” telescope. Auto-guiding
was performed with a 6” f/15 Jaegers Refractor using an SBIG ST-8 CCD camera. Thirty-two
separate images were exposed at 3 minutes each using an ISO setting of 800. The images were
calibrated, star-aligned and stacked using Pixinsight software with further processing in
Photoshop.
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Teresa Hofer
Walt Kaminski Interview notes:
Walt grew up in Milwaukee, WI. When he was 10 or 11 years old, he got his library card and
began reading science and science fiction books. Astronomy was one of his interests and he
taught himself the constellations. The main library had an astronomy section where he
discovered Sky & Telescope magazine. He was amazed at the telescopes in the ads. The museum
had a bookstore that posted a notice about a local Milwaukee Astronomical Society meeting
being held at the library. He started attending those meetings. The enthusiasm of the members
really got him excited about the group. The group was very interested in observing variable stars
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and reporting their findings to the AAVSO, the American Association of Variable Star
Observers.
Walt moved to the Black Hills when he was stationed at Ellsworth Air Force Base. He joined
BHAS in the 1980s and Louis Dorland, the Observatory Director, checked him out on the
telescope at the BHAS Observatory so he could use it. He built a home observatory that housed
an 8-inch Cave Newtonian telescope he had acquired from Ron Dyvig. Walt also remembers
Ron bringing his 12.5-inch telescope to Fairburn to do observations with him there.
Walt served as the BHAS Vice President and Treasurer in the 1990s. He has memories of:
lugging a 6-inch telescope up to a hilltop clearing in the forest to view the Perseid Meteor
Shower with his wife, Louis Dorland and Steve Parker (his wife saw most of the meteors),
•
his sighting of all the 9 planets (including Pluto) in 1990,
•
viewing comet Hyakutake (C/1996 B2) in 1996 that stretched 45 degrees across the sky, and
•
the comradery of the BHAS members and their passion for what they loved doing.
•

Walt resides in New Mexico and has been a member of the AAVSO for over 50 years, with over
7,000 magnitude observations reported on variable stars. He continues to take the smaller of his
16 telescopes out to view the brighter variable stars, eclipses, conjunctions, comets, the Moon
and the Sun.
Ellen M.
It was the summer of 2017 that I learned about BHAS. A public star party was listed at the HVO
in the Hills Happenings section of the Rapid City Journal. The evening started with a video
presentation that was informative and looking through the member telescopes was neat. Saturn
was amazing. It was like looking at a set piece in the background of an old Star Trek
episode. Moving on to another telescope, I had stopped behind the operator to watch over his
shoulder. He was working at a laptop next to his telescope. The screen shifted and it hit me-this was a map of the sky! Maps have fascinated me since a child, and it had never occurred to
me that the sky could be mapped. I dropped down on the grass beside him (who I later learned
was Harold VanderMolen) and sat captivated by how he was using this map of the sky to guide
the telescope. At one point, a voice out of the darkness offered me a chair. Not sure what I said
with half a thought, but the voice went away. A while later the voice came back and this time
broke through my wonder as sitting on the ground was becoming uncomfortable. The rest of the
night I learned quite bit about the sky and the club from that voice, who I eventually discovered
belonged to Chris Konvalin. I have continued to learn through the amazing enthusiasm of our
membership.
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Steve Parker: Lara Parker remembers her Father’s love of Astronomy:
Dad was observatory director for 22 years before moving to Colorado to be closer to family in
2014. I am not sure how long he was a member before that, but I do remember him being
treasurer at some point as well.
When I was in the 7th grade my science teacher found out that I had an in with the local
astronomy club. Not long after dad was teasing me about the science classes he had to tour
through the observatory. That was in 1988. Many more science classes, star parties, storm
mountain weekends, boy and girls club field trips later it was clear that dad enjoyed
sharing astronomy with people, especially young people. The Black Hills Astronomical Society
gave my father a way to take his love for nature, astronomy, the beauty of the night sky,
photography and knowledge and teach, share and show these things to a lot of people.

Steve Parker (photos courtesy of his daughter Lara)
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Steve Parker (photos courtesy of his daughter Lara)
Harold VanderMolen
I spent a lot of time overseas in the Air Force in remote locations and would always find myself
looking up and wondering how it all worked. It started back in 2004 on the remote island of
Diego Garcia, where the Milky Way would be bright enough to cast shadows on the ground. I
started with books to identify stars, constellations, and phases of the moon. The obsession grew
into how a telescope worked and how you can capture pictures of it.
In 2013, my wife a Chemistry teacher at Rapid City Central High School had the opportunity to
teach Astronomy. She invited me out to a BHAS star party around Sept that same year. There I
met Richard Walker with his 8-in Celestron Edge HD out by the Hidden Valley Observatory. He
gave me a sample of astro-imaging and I was immediately hooked. In 2014, I purchased my first
computerized telescope, and I spent many hours with great friends learning about astro-imaging
and how the cosmos worked. Never a wasted moment. The images are a testament to all of those
in the club who helped me.
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Harold VanderMolen
9/5-6/2018, Three Amigos Dark Site

Harold VanderMolen
C27 Crescent Nebula
Photo taken with his 9.25” Celestron Edge HD
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Barry Wick
One of my earliest memories of the Rapid City Astronomical Society was a gathering at the
School of Mines with a speaker who was, shall we say, way out there. Professors there were
looking around the room at everybody. The man talked about George Adamski, people on
Venus, UFOs...etc. It wasn't the scientific lecture we hoped for at that moment. You never know
who wants to speak to a group of people. It sure wasn't astronomy.
Many of my most closely held memories involve the people who are no longer with us. Dr. Gries
was one. A very kind man who recognized some as young people with questions. I saw all the
early televised space shots. Alan Shepard. All the Mercury 7 astronauts. John Glenn. It seemed
like the town came to a standstill. Everybody was listening to the radio or watching on
television. That was a very exciting time. I watch many SpaceX flights among others that are
televised on the Internet. In fact, I never miss a SpaceX launch, if I can help it. I've seen failures
and many more successes. Watching a landing of a 1st stage for re-use is just remarkable.
The activity I remember the most was the night of November 17, 1966. I was surprised it wasn't
as cold a night in November as would usually be the case. We all agreed to watch a quadrant of
the sky, laying on the ground. We were awaiting the Leonid Meteor Shower. There were a few
here and there until...until...the sky rained meteors. Thousands upon thousands of meteors.
Much of the country was clouded but Rapid City wasn't. The last time there had been a rain of
Leonid Meteors was in 1833, 133 years before this special night in South Dakota. Occasionally,
there would be a bolide or one with exceptional color of green or red. For me it was very special
because my late mother took me out to the observatory and stayed until the early, early hours of
the morning with the sun rising. On the way home from the observatory, we listened to KOMA
AM radio from Oklahoma City, the favorite rock and roll radio station of my friends. When I
got home, I called KOMA and the announcer put me live on the air. Wow was that exciting!
Live on KOMA. I guess we talked for 5 minutes...live. I told all about the shower, what the sky
was like. That was an exciting time.
The next important time I remember was a night observing during the Apollo 8 orbit around the
moon. We had ham radio operators at the observatory with telescopes right beside the radios
with observers looking for "trans-lunar phenomena" in the craters on the moon. My eye was on
the crater Aristarchus, named after the ancient Greek astronomer from Samos. I was kinda bored
just looking at it when all of a sudden, I see a flash of light right in the center. What? Did I see
it? I told the HAM radio operator I had just seen a flash. The radio operator told the world...and
low and behold, an observer elsewhere called back and said he saw it, too. Later, a report was
filed and the observation is still listed on the web. Later, Astronaut Frank Borman came to Rapid
City for a speech at Rapid City High School. I'll never forget meeting him backstage just as he
was going up the steps. I told him about the flash of light I saw on the Moon and asked if they
had seen anything like it while on their flight. Sadly, he had not. There have been other
observations of flashes on the moon over the years. But the waters of ufology have been
muddied beyond the ability to believe anything other than that some observers have seen
something unexplainable. Stay tuned.
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The third thing I remember was getting a phone call about the observatory being vandalized. It
was horrible. The telescope damaged. The big 12-inch mirror that Ron Dyvig ground to
perfection, broken. It was a shocking moment for our local astronomers. Who would do such a
thing? I couldn't see letting it alone. Kent Stevens and I decided to go to the press. We reported
we were going to start a fund drive to replace the mirror and other items that were damaged. I
was working for furrier Bill Eilers at the time. I went into his office after the Rapid City Journal
article appeared. He wrote out a check for $25.00 and pulled an empty file folder from his desk.
On the left side of the inside of folder he attached a copy of the article. On the right side, he
attached his check to the Rapid City Astronomical Society. He told me to go to businesses,
banks, whomever, and show them the folder. He told me that as the checks piled up, attach them
to the right, inside of the folder as proof of other businesses supporting this effort. Kent and I
garnered more than $1000 dollars. Well, there you are: proof that good exists in Rapid City.
Eventually, the scope became a Newtonian instead of Ron's Cassegrain. We built a stand around
the base...and that's how we could access the eyepiece. As with all things, I became interested in
other things and moved away from my interest in the club and astronomy.
My mother, with whom I shared so many astronomical observations including Comet IkeyaSeki, supported my interest in astronomy. When it was dark, we'd often drive up to Pactola
Reservoir's parking lot to look at the sky. While we are reminded that our exploration of the
universe must be a scientific one, she gave me the insight to remember we lead short lives,
during which we must recognize creation as incredibly beautiful. The mysteries and magic of
the light we saw together will always be a part of me and my memories of her.
Many of the people I met during my years involved in astronomy are still friends today. I value
their friendship and their sympathy during challenges in my life.
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List of RCAS/BHAS Officers

Rapid City and Black Hills Astronomical Society Officers
1956 Founders:
1956 Charter Members:

Year
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Dr. Russell Heckman, Bob Morgan, Rev. J. Erwin Erickson
Dr. Russell Heckman, Bob Morgan, Rev. J. Erwin Erickson, James E. Johnson, Lawrence J. Berfiend,
John C. Searle, USAF Captain John M. Jackson, Albert A. Rogers, and Gilbert G. Raben

Rapid City Astronomical Society
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
HVO Director
Bob Morgan
Rev. J. Erwin Erickson Rev. J. Erwin Erickson
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
Dr. Russell Heckman J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
Dr. Russell Heckman J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
Dr. Russell Heckman J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
Ron Dyvig, HVO-1
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
Ron Dyvig
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
Ron Dyvig
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
Ron Dyvig
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
Kent Stevens, HVO-2
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
Kent Stevens
Don Martini
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
Kent Stevens
Dr. Dan Redin
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
Kent Stevens
Dr. Dan Redin
J.P. Gries
J.P. Gries
Ron Dyvig
Dr. Russell Heckman Don Martini
George Gladfelter
J.P. Gries
Ron Dyvig
Dr. Russell Heckman Don Martini
George Gladfelter
Ron Dyvig
Black Hills Astronomical Society--September 27, 1978-date of incorporation
George Gladfelter
Ron Dyvig
George Gladfelter
Ron Dyvig
Dr. Grimm
George Gladfelter
Ron Dyvig
George Gladfelter
Ron Dyvig
Ted Logan
George Gladfelter
Ron Dyvig
Ted Logan
George Gladfelter
Ron Dyvig
Ted Logan
George Gladfelter
Louis Dorland
Ted Logan
George Gladfelter
Louis Dorland
Ted Logan
George Gladfelter
Louis Dorland
Ted Logan
George Gladfelter
Louis Dorland
Ted Logan
Gary Wallace
George Gladfelter
Gary Buckley
Louis Dorland
Ron Dyvig
George Gladfelter
Mike O'Connor
Louis Dorland
Ron Dyvig
Larry Axt
George Gladfelter
Larry Axt
Louis Dorland
Mike O'Connor
Walt Kaminsky
George Gladfelter
Steve Parker
Louis Dorland
Mike O'Connor
Walt Kaminsky
George Gladfelter
Steve Parker
Steve Parker
Mike O'Connor
Walt Kaminsky
George Gladfelter
Steve Parker
Steve Parker
Mike O'Connor
Walt Kaminsky
George Gladfelter
Steve Parker
Steve Parker
Mike O'Connor
Dan Lien
George Gladfelter
Walt Kaminsky
Steve Parker
Mike O'Connor
Dan Lien
George Gladfelter
Walt Kaminsky
Steve Parker
Mike O'Connor
Dan Lien
George Gladfelter
Joe Kocherhans
Steve Parker
Mike O'Connor
Dan Lien
George Gladfelter
Joe Kocherhans
Steve Parker
Ken Wootten
Mike O'Connor
George Gladfelter
Joe Kocherhans
Steve Parker
Ken Wootten
Mike O'Connor
George Gladfelter
Joe Kocherhans
Steve Parker
Ken Wootten
Pete Hendricksen
George Gladfelter
Joe Kocherhans
Steve Parker
Pete Hendricksen
Ken Wootten
George Gladfelter
Joe Kocherhans
Steve Parker
Pete Hendricksen
Terry Olson
George Gladfelter
Joe Kocherhans
Steve Parker
Pete Hendricksen
Terry Olson
George Gladfelter
Terry Olson
Steve Parker
Pete Hendricksen
Terry Olson
George Gladfelter
Terry Olson
Steve Parker
Pete Hendricksen
Don Teets
George Gladfelter
Joe Kocherhans
Steve Parker
Frank Belinskey
Don Teets
George Gladfelter
Pete Hendricksen
Steve Parker
Frank Belinskey
Don Teets
George Gladfelter
Pete Hendricksen
Steve Parker
Frank Belinskey
Don Teets
George Gladfelter
Pete Hendricksen
Steve Parker
Frank Belinskey
Don Teets
Dave Christman
Pete Hendricksen
Steve Parker
Frank Belinskey
Don Teets
Dave Christman
Pete Hendricksen
Steve Parker
Frank Belinskey
Don Teets
Dave Christman
Pete Hendricksen
Steve Parker
Frank Belinskey
Don Teets
Dave Christman
Pete Hendricksen
Steve Parker
George Gladfelter Don Teets
Dave Christman
Chris Konvalin
Steve Parker
George Gladfelter Don Teets
Dave Christman
Chris Konvalin
Erin Green
Richard Walker
George Gladfelter Dave Christman
Chris Konvalin
Erin Green, HVO-3
Erin Green
George Gladfelter Dave Christman
Chris Konvalin
Richard Walker
George Gladfelter Ellen M.
Dave Christman
Chris Konvalin
Richard Walker
George Gladfelter Ellen M.
Dave Christman
Chris Konvalin
Richard Walker
Ellen M.
George Gladfelter Dave Christman
Chris Konvalin
Richard Walker
President
Dr. Russell Heckman
Dr. Russell Heckman
Dr. Russell Heckman
Dr. Russell Heckman
Dr. Russell Heckman
Dr. Russell Heckman
Ron Dyvig
Ron Dyvig
Ron Dyvig
Dr. Russell Heckman
Dr. Russell Heckman
Dr. Russell Heckman
Dr. Russell Heckman
Dr. Russell Heckman
Kent Stevens
Barry Wick

HVO Deputy Director

Jim Grimes
Jim Grimes
Jim Grimes
Jim Grimes
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About the Black Hills Astronomical Society
The Black Hills Astronomical Society has gone through times of growth, rapid change, progress
and excitement, as well as times of disappointment, few members and dwindling resources.
Through it all a dedicated core of members has held star parties every year since 1956 until the
pandemic of 2020. Thousands of people from the region have had their first look through a
telescope as a result of this organization, and for some, that experience has changed their lives.
The centerpiece of the Black Hills Astronomical Society is the Hidden Valley Observatory, on
the west end of Rapid City. This observatory has been home to their main telescopes since 1965
and currently houses their 12” Meade telescope. The Hidden Valley Observatory is where public
and private star parties are held.
In addition to the public and private star parties, the Society has member only star parties where
we travel to dark sky locations in the region, a monthly Full Moon Meeting social at a local
restaurant, and monthly meetings that are held at the Journey Museum in the Fall-Winter-Spring.
Check out our website for meeting and membership information at https://sdbhas.org/ and like us
on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/sdbhas. You are invited to come to our summer star
parties to experience first-hand the wonders of the night sky, attend our meetings and programs
to learn about Astronomy. You don’t need a telescope to become a member, just an interest in
learning.
The Black Hills Astronomical Society is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization and a member of the
South Dakota Space Grant Consortium.
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Photo Credits
Source: Page #
Popular Science Magazine: 4.
SDSM&T: 6 top.
Sky and Telescope Magazine: 6 bottom, 7.
Ron Dyvig: 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 32, 33, 37, 39 bottom, 40.
Steve Parker: 38.
Richard Walker: 39 top, 44, 45, 46 top, 48, 49, 50, 51 bottom 2, 58, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67 bottom,
68, 69, 70, 71, 72 top right, 73 bottom 4, 78 top 3, 79, 80, 81, 82.
Barb Cooper: 46 bottom, 47, 52, 53, 54 top, 55, 56, 57, 60, 61, 62, 76 bottom, 77 top.
Frank Belinskey: 51 top 2, 67 top.
Jim Grimes: 54 bottom 2.
Erin Green: 59.
Ellen M.: 72 top left, 73 top, 74 bottom, 78 bottom.
Kevin C.: 72 bottom 2, 74 top 2, 75.
Neil Armstrong: NASA: 76 top.
Hank Fridell: 77 bottom 2.
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Historical Documents and Attachments
Available On-Line at https://sdbhas.org/history/
Attachment #, Document, Source
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21
A22
A23
A24
A25
A26
A27
A28
A29
A30
A31
A32
A33
A34

April 1957, Sky and Telescope Magazine: “Here and There with Amateurs”, Sky and
Telescope
February 28, 1966, 8th Grade Mirror Test, Kent Stevens
February 1967, Sky and Telescope Magazine: “Amateur Astronomers, Hidden Valley
Observatory in South Dakota,” Sky and Telescope
March 1970, LTP Observer Guidance, Kent Stevens
1971, HVO2 Observatory Plans, Kent Stevens
1971, The Diagonal Mirror—Form and Dimensions of the Diagonal Mirror, Kent Stevens
1971, Hidden Valley Observatory (Observing Manual) HVO-2, Kent Stevens
1973, Skylab Launch and Pointing Data, Kent Stevens
February 1980 SCAN Newsletter (Issue #1), BHAS file
March 1980 SCAN Newsletter, BHAS file
February 1989 SCAN Newsletter, BHAS file
April 1989 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
June 1989 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
September 1989 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
January 1990 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
February 1990 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
March 1990 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
April 1990 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
May 1990 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
June/July 1990 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
August 1990 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
September 1990 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
October 1990 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
November 1990 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
December 1990 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
January 1991 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
February 1991 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
March 1991 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
April 1991 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
April 1992 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
May 1992 SCAN Newsletter, George Gladfelter
August 1994 San Diego Astronomical Association Newsletter article, Ron Dyvig
April 2011, Messier Marathon description and photos, Ron Dyvig and Teresa Hofer
2009-2018, Naming of asteroids after four BHAS members, Ron Dyvig.

